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Editor i S Preface

One expects an Oceanographic Institution to encourage

the study of the motions of the sea. However. an explanation is

needed for the Woods Hole tradi tion of teaching and research ross

the entire spectrum of ieal fluid dyniluic . mot ions in

the earth i s core and in its liquid and gaseous euve S, the motions

in the sun and in its tenuous atmosphere; all are flows caused the

convection of heat and the transfer of momentum in rotst systems.

Understanding in one area is usually a contribution to underst

in all. By encouraging s wi th a broad base the theoretical group

at Woods Hole has been able to gain from the enthusiasms and skills

of meteorologists, physicists, mathematicians and astrophysicists.

This report of the third summer course in Geophysical

Fluid Dynamics attests to the new tools and ideas, drawn from many

disciplines, which now enrich oceanographic study.

The success of this third course is due primarily to the

efforts of Dr. George Veronis. He has acted both as Director of the

study program and as the principal staff lecturer.

The first volume of these notes is a restatement by the

students of Dr. Veronis' introductory lectures. Despite the consid-

erable differences in presentation, the notes preserve the content

and spirit of the lecture material.

The editor and students wish to thank Mrs, Mary Thayer for

her capable assistance in assembling and reproducing these notes,

We are all indebted to the National Science Foundation for its con-

tinuing support of the Summer Study Program.

Willem V.R. Malkus



Any attempt to lecture on a field as broad as

geophysical fluid dynamics must reflect the lecturer' s 10

My own view is that the s o ic 1 s i

posed of a combination of three of invest

ing order of rigor cons st 0 ieal inves into:

a) fluid processes of a

modelled on a specific

models of actual geophysical

In the limi ted

1 nature;

a and

allowed fer these lec tures 1 chose

to treat an example of the two extremes As an example c 1 as s

a) thermal convection is treated in a quite fashion wi th

the analysis proceeding from the pure conductive state the

stability problem to fini ampl tude motions and finally to fully

developed turbulence, In c lass c) the steady wind-driven, ocean

circulation is the area 0 invest gation The attempt has been to

study the evolution of the from the earlier linear models to

the latest models which are non-linear.

It was not intended that the students i notes be a simple

record of the lectures In some cases the material was reworked by

the student and the presentation reflects much of the student i sown

orientation and interest ~ In other cases, the notes are much closer

to the presentation in the lecture room. In all cases. the outline

of the lectures has been adhered to and the material is essentially

that covered in the lectures

George Veronis
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LECTURES by George Veronis Summer) 1961

1. Introduction

For the purposes of al fluid s the

derivation of the Navier-Stokes means of cont

mechanics is, perhaps) not the most ate derivation. In

this lec ture we wi 11 indicate a gas a1 derivation in four

s, after each of which the result ions describe

closely, but with less irrelevant information, the motion of the

system.

I. Particle Mechanics: (based on classical mechanics since

we will be concerned with macroscopic properties.)

From this first point of view J the system, a group of

particles, has its state specified P, a point in phase space,

where

p "" i i
(qj' Pj) i == 1, 2, n; j == 1,2, .... s.

q~ are the position co-ordinates of a particle, and P~ are its

momenta; the number of degrees of freedom of a particle is s, and

the number of particles in the system i.8 n.

If P is given at an initial time, the subsequent state

of the system is determined by solving Hamilton's equations. Any

physical quantity ø would be a function of P, Ø(P).

Serious objections to this procedure are

a) it provides more information than we want, or could possibly

use, for the solution would be given by particle trajectories.
~
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b) it is at present impossibl to solve the problem

than two particles.

Remark: From the particle of view, so fa the

a bathtub in which the water is at re t, i as di 1 p

as solving for the motion when the has been disturbed

the resul tant motion is turbulent.

II. The Gibbsian Ens~mble.

Consider a large number of rep 1 ic of the system and a

function (W(P,t) representing the proportion of replicas in ate

P at time t. In the limit of an infinite number of systems, W

becomes a continuous function representing the probability that

the system is in state P. W satisfies the Liouville and

can be calculated for all t, if it is known at an initial instant.

The physical quantity (P) may now be replaced by its

expec ted value,

r¡ r W(P,t) rp (P)dP
/

Note that in the transi tion from I to II the description

has changed from P to Wand certainty has been replaced by proba-

bility. An advantage of this method is that we are now able to

discard improbable states. Objections to the Gibbsian approach

are that the amount of information is still too great, and that

the problem is still in practice insoluble.
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ILL. Probability Function for a Sihsle Molecule.

We defind

Wl
1 1)

r Wdpi
where

dP'
--

1\ dP~ dq ~
J J1

1 j
dP i is a volume element of space including all dimensionsi i
P., q. except thosej J to a single mo lecule. , is

then, clearly, the probability function for a le molecule.

As before, for a physical ty ø we define

ø "" r W i (P 1) ø (P i) dP 1 ·

where .

Pi ""
1 1

(P j' q j ) .

If we define a distribution function

F (P l) nWi(Pi)

it has the property that FdP 1 is the number of molecules in an

element dP 1 of phase space.

Now restrict attention to a monatomic gas. The distribu-

tion function becomes F(!, ~, t); E is the position coordinate and

v the velocity. Consider gas molecules in the vicinity of (E, ~, t),

after time ,è t they are at (!. + bE. Y. + t: y, t + ~t). The dif-

ference, if any, of the number of particles at these two points is

F(E + bE, ~ + ~'!' t + Dt) - F(~. y, t).
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We write

F ú: + 6!., v + ~ y., t + b t) - F (¿, ::, t) = 6 t ( d t )
co 1

thus indicating that any change in F is due to collisions. In

the limit as b. t -' 0,

2i F

òt + (.Y . \l )Fr (~ \J )Fv ( dF)at coll.

This is the Boltzmann Equation. The em (dF)dt coll
i s unknown

but various expressions may be used by assuming special mechanisms

of collision. This is the domain of k.inetic theory.

For a given macroscopic state there may be several joint

probability functions W. In the transition from II to III several

such functions may be made to correspond to the same one-molecule

distribution function F. Thus we may have eliminated some surplus

information.

iv. Thermodynamic Variables.

At this stage a larger step is taken. Conservation

equat ions for the mac roscopic quanti ties mass, momentum and energy

can be derived from the Boltzmann equation (in whièh the function

(_dF) i d k )s as sume nown.
dt coll

giving specific

This system of equations 1s closed by

forms of the stress tensor and of the heat vector.

After the transition from III to iv we have finally lost

much of the Ilnon-usefulll information which was present in the earlier

forniulations. Possibly a number of distributions F are now equiva-

lent to the same macroscopic state.
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V. Introduce Specific Macroscopic Assumptions.

The complete equations are still difficult to solve.

We may go one step further and res rict our tent ion to articu-

lar, hypothetical) cases, e. g. sible, inviscid flow.

2.

The conservation ions mentioned above eld the

Navier-Stokes equations, which apply to systems near the equilí-

brium state. These equations are not universally applicable.

Far from the equil ibrium stat their use has to be careful
con-

sidered, such as in strong shock waves, where changes occur in a

distance comparable to the mean free path of a molecule.

The equations for conservation of momentum are

-au,i
òt + UJ' ui J'

,
Cl,. '

iJ, J
+ fi (l)

f1 is the body force, and crij the stress tensor,

()ij _ p S + Ll (ui ' + u ) + ì u. (ij ,-' ,J j,i ~ k,ko ij'
(2)

The formula for aij is based on an additional assumption of local

isotropy. )A is the first coefficient of viscosity; ). is the

second. They are functions of the thermodynamic variables. A fur-

ther restriction to the case, )A = constant, À = - ~ fA ' which is

valid when À is independent of the rate of compression, gives the

more familiar form

Dv

Dt
i :=,ß/ f .

1

't
v p + y \72y + :t \7 ( V' v) + f3 - (3)

where
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The equation for the conservation is

k +
Ô t \j ( o.

The eqùation for the is

t
DT

Dt
+ P\j'V v Q +

C is the specific heat at constantv
lume. Q represents

internal heat sources. rp is
ion term, and withdi

the assumption (2),

ø
- 2À ('i' y) - +

1 2-I u, .)
, j J ,1 .2

With the equation of state

P ==.( ,'1),i í

(3), (4) and (5) form a closed set of equatíons.

In addition, a property S, whích is identified with

the entropy of the system, is defined by

dS 2 A
f'T dt = )( 'I T + Q + 'f.

(6)

(7)

(8)
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3. Convection

I. Experimental Results for Simple Convection.

1. Description of the experiment.

Consider a layer of fluid of depth d between two ho

zontal, perfectly conducting planes. The upper and lower pi anes

are at temperatures TC and respective , where TH"; TC and

both are kept constant. The fluid has coefficient of thermal

O() kinematic viscosity i and thermal conductivity K.

The temperature di fference produces a gravi tational

instability) for it induces a densi stratification in which

density is greatest at the upper plane. However, in this problem,

viscosity is a stabilizing influence, and the system is stable to

infinitesimal disturbances as long as the potential energy due to

the temperature difference and the tational field is less

than a certain "threshold" energy necessary to maintain the field

of motion against dissipative forces.

Mathematical analysis shows that the system is stable for

R ~ RC where R denotes the Rayleigh number,

R
~DT d3

)( Y

.6 T
g c; d

Y_i
d2 d2

where .6T = TH - TC' The second form of R displays it as a ratio

of the potential energy to the dissipation and heat conduction.

The valu~ of RC depends on the boundary conditions at the two planes.

These boundary conditions correspond to either a rigid

or a free surface. If there is a rigid surface then we require

v o on it. If the surface is free than v n = 0 where n is the
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normal to the surface,and continuity of the stress-tensor across

the boundary is required.

In the "rigid-freell case (lower , upper

RC ~ llOO. In the rigid-rigid case 1708. These

theoretical results.

2.

In the experiments to be described rigid planes are

used. In all of them RC was determined from the curve of R VB.

Nu, the Nusselt number, given by

Nu ==

where jl is the total heat transport. Thus Nu is a measure of

the ratio of total heat transport to conduc tive heat transport.

It i.s found that the curve has the following form;

R
RC ~

1

Nu

This shows that heat is transported by conduction for R ~ RC'

At R = RC convection begins and the heat flux increases sharply.

Thus one can determine RC experimentally by plotting the above curve

and locating point A.
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a. Schmidt and Milverton (1935) found RC :: 1770 + 140 us

water which was heated from below but not cooled from above - how-

ever, a constant check was kept /: T and it was always ¿:

A depth of 4 to 5 mm was used, and 4 eriments were

with values of R, between 1580 and 1970.
C

b. Chandra (1938) had ~ 1700. The fluid was air, was

varied over a large range T up to iaOoe. Bolis

approximation, which was used to derive the theoretical results

is a poor approximation for such a DT.)

c. Schmidt and Saunders (1938) obtained RC :: 1750. They

varied the depth between 4 and 5 mm, the mean temperature was kept

constant and b. 'I was always less than ZOC.

d. Malkus (l954) observed 1700 + 80. Water and acetone

were used in many experiments with a th of 4.4 mm and T) ¿
C

zOc. This experiment was different from the previous ones.

Initial ly a large temperature difference was applied and was then

allowed to decay until motion s ed. The decay time was

compared to the time scale of the motion.

e. Silveston (l958) found :: 1700 + 5l. He used water,

heptane, glycol and silicone oils. In each experiment the mean

temperature was constant. The th of liquid was between l. 35 mm

and 14 mm ,.¡ith 30C ~ L: 'I ? ZoC.

3. Cellular Motion.

We are now concerned with the state of motion for R;? Re.
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Convection is usually observed to occur in a cellular pattern when

R is not much greater than RC' This was firs observed Bénard

with "rigid-free" boundary conditions. Due to recent ,.;ork of

Pearson it is now believed that instabi in the ¡'rigid-free"

case of Bénard i s experiments was due to the variation of surface

tension with t~mperature and not because of the reasons former

The fo 1 lowing

R - Nu curve for RC .0 R -:

a. Schmidt and Milverton.

results give the slope of the

1. 74 oC slope oC 2.27.

1.92 was the mean of 4 experiments.

b. Schmidt and Saunders. 1.55.. slope.i 2.89, mean 1.9.

c. Malkus claimed 10% accuracy for 2.5 but his published

work gives 2.9 in one graph and 2.5 in another.

d. Silveston mean: l. 9 - 2.0.

4. The End of the Laminar Convective Range.

At some value of R the laminar convective regime breaks

down, yielding a new regime, and final ly for higher values of R, a

fully turbulent flow develops. The value of R at which the laminar

convective regime breaks down is the subject of considerable disa-

greement among the various experimental investigators. The fol-

lowing are results concerning the value of R at which certain

regimes change into others. Note that different investigators do

not necessarily discuss the same transitions.
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a. Muii and Reiher' found the laminar in air broke down

for an R""lO,OOO. For 104 ¿ Gr ¿ 4.5 1/3
for Gr;? 4.10, Nu == .061 Gr .

found Nii = .177 and

is the f number ::

""

For air the Prandtl Number == 0.7

b. found the transition to the

fully turbulent regime took place ':'; L~4" 000 in water. 1"01:

they found transition to a transient at R ~ 5000, and transi-

t ion to the turbu 1 ent regime at R :: 44,000.

c. Silveston found a in the slope of the R-Nu curve at

R :: 4,000.

d. Malkus found the first at R ~l7,000. He believed

he could detect transi tiona at six or seven places. His R-Nu curve

could be well represented by a polygonal curve as shown.

R

Nu

Very surprisingly the points of transition occur at values of R

corresponding to the critical R at the higher modes in the linear

stabili ty problem. That is, if RC correspond to n = 1, the rest
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correspond to n = 2, 3 The sedes of transition points he

observed were 17,000; 55,000; 170,000; 410,000; 850, and

1,600,000. The odd ones were than the even ones. Malkus

al so states that the R VB. Nu curve can be described laws

t 1/3Nu = .l98R and Nu = .079R ,but that the polygonal curve is more

correc t .

1. Chandra, 1938, Proc.

2. Malkus, 1954, Proc. . Soc.

3. Pearson, 1958, J. Fluid Mech. p . 489 .

4. Schmidt and Milverton, 1935, Proc. Roy. Soc, A. 2

5. Schmidt and Saunders 1938, Proc. Soc. A. 164.

6. Silveston, 1958, Forsch. 24.
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II. The Equations Describing Simple Convection.

We shall consider the idealization 0

problem. Two hod. conduc

are a small distance L is maintained

.0T below the t the bo tom pI

T--

The first step is to simpli the Navier-Stokes equations.

1.

The main effect of this is to neglect all

density variations exc those due to heat. The Bouss

Equations, which will be derived, are

1 g ex (T-T )k 2

Dt --V'P+ +:Yvy,
Pm m -

V' Y- O ,

and DT ~ v2T.Dt + Cp tmCp

(9)

(lO)

(11)

d. ==
1 ~
P ( oT )mm

the thermal conductivity, k, the kinematic
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viscosity, Y , and the specific heat at constant pressure,

are all taken to be constants. The f the subscript m and

the prime is defined short ly,

Derivation of Boussinesq 1 s Eguati0l:~'

There are several ways Boussinesq 1 8

Mihaljan has used a formal expansion for a 11

Here, a less formal wil i be for gas, in to

exhibit the phys~cal as

The physical , P wi 11 be sp 1i t into three

parts thus

f + + fl . 12)

f is the value of f in the middle of the fluid, at z
m

0, when

there is no motion.

f is the variation of f from
o

when there is no motion.

fl is the variation of f from its static value, f + f , whenm 0
there is motion.

f:: f (P, T) is the equation of state of the gas.

Expand this equation about f m ::

This gives

f:: f m + ( ~~)m (T-Tm) + (lt)m (P"'Pm) + .... (13)

~ (P', T ) in a Taylor Series.( m m

If we take a perfect gas

p:: R f T, (14)

S'J that
Of
aT

:: - ¡£
T ' and ~

ÕP
:: e.

P
(15)
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so that
p -- ::

p p
m m

RT
m

(20)

R T
m

g
has the dimensions of length, and in air at ground level has

a tude of about 10 km. This means that if z is small compared

with 10 km

po ::
p

m

p - p
m

p
m

~ E ,L:cl (2l)
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Consider the

:Q + V .òt - l :; 0 )
In the third term we + (é

two terms we may put

E

use (17) to put t m

) ::0

. v we

Therefore, a8

order as . Y .. 0

However. to do this we further fy

this we will to variables.

-fo + fi '" v
A.

, t.. ut, E.

Then becomes

€( ld-
U

+ - v
L - )

U

L

lfv .. 0 (25)

)

E (~. 2)
A

V'

but that

1\ A,
Y . \J ¡o is of the order

order _L E-
O- u

compared with

From it can be seen that

is of

Therefore we make the assumption that

1

rs
U

L (26)

(26) means that we do not allow high frequency variations in t .

In other words we exc lude sound waves. Thus we find that to

order E ,

\j"'!.. 0 (27)

for the continuity equation.
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We now consider the Navier-Stokes equations,

f ~ = - \1 P - g f 1 + fA n2y + 1" 'V (\7 .v) . (28)

In the first term we may put f .. t m' and the last term

vanishes due to (27). If we subtract the hydrostatic equation

(18) we get

Dv 2
¡: m Dt

= - \7P' - g p'1 + l'V v

The z equation is

Dw 1 dp' ~
J) \/2;: ~ + v

Dt fm I'm

(29)

(30)

Consider the first two terms on the right-hand side of (30) . By

using (16) to transform L we find
fm

1 (Jp i e: 1 dpi .B T'
(31)- -

ô z g Pm
= ~- p + g-

fm Pm
T

m m

Consider the first two terms on the right-hand side of (31).

Their ratio is

.B
p

m

/i- ~
/ Pm "0 z

rv
,omL

o ( ~P , . '7) .
m

(32)

If we use (14) this ratio becomes L~RTm
g

which is of order l= ..

(See the argument after (20)). Therefore we may neg1ec t ~
P

m

compared wi th 1

Pm
í1 p'

ô z .
T'

The order of magni tude of g r-
m

is

not clear but this term must be kept since it is the driving term.
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As a result of the above argument we may take

e. '"
Pm

_ :L
T

m
(33)

and the Navier-Stokes equations become, on inc luding the hydro-

static terms,

Dv 1
+ )l \72-- :: -

Pm \I P + g 0( (T-Tm)1

v
Dt

1 ( ~)
1

since 0(
.L=-- :i -

Pm l) T m T
m

(34)

Now, consider the ~~ equation,

f Cv ~~ + P r¡. y :i k '\2T + ø . (35)

We assume there is no internal heat source.

Although we are taking \7 'y :: o we cannot ignore the term

P n.y since P is large. To verify this we use the complete con-

tinuity equation (22) to find

P'l' y '"
Pm PL

Pm Dt

We then use (16) and (33) to arrive at

p '7. y · ~t r;: T. pol
Pm

If we use (19) to substitute for Po and use (14) on I- ' we get
m

'P\!. y .. DTR fm Dt + g W f m .

If we substitute this in (35) and use

Cp - Cv - R, we find

t m Cp ~~ + g W t m .. k ""/T + rp.
(36)
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The dissipation ai is ~. (,. ,/y). If there are to be more than

just decaying solutions the driving term g p'~ in (29) must be

2the same order as f-'V y. This means ~ .-. v . g f'~ "" g W p'.

But in (36) there is a term g W t m and by (17) g W f i is negligible

compared with it. Thus we get the third equation

DT + d "" -l \l2TDt Cp fmCp . (37)

References:

J. M. Mihaljan, Technical Report Number 1 on Thermal Con-

vection in Rotating Systems. Nat.Sci.Found.

Feb. 1960.

E. A. Spiegel and G. Veronis, On the Soussinesq Approximation for

a Compressible Fluid. Astrophysical Journal,

1960, 131, p.442.
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III. Stability Theory

Pellew and Southwell have published a paper which treats

this problem exhaustively. (Proc.Roy.Soc. A. 176, 1940). However

the treatment here will follow that in Jeffreys and Jeffreys (1946).

We are considering gas between two perfectly conducting,

horizontal planes at z c 0 and at z :: d with a temperature differ-

ence of ¿l T between them, the lower plane being the hotter one.

In the static case

1 = T + 6T ( .9o m d 2 z) , (38)

and OP
'ôz "" -gfm + O(e). (39)

We introduce infinitesimal fluctuations and therefore neglect squares

of infinitesimal quantities in the Boussinesq equations, (9), (10) and

(11). We put g ex "" Y, subtract the hydrostatic equation from (9)

and let

T i: T +
AT

( .9 - z) + T' .
m d 2

Thus, (9) , (10) and (11) become

dv LVp' ÝT'~ "YV2ò~
:: + + v

fm

(40)

(41)

'1. y .. O. (42)

and 'OT' _ VI AT + .. Wat d Cp K n2T, . (43)

We define ;1 ..
AT .L
d - Cp (44)

so that (43) becomes

dT'-
3 t - ¡S W :: KV2T' . (45)
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The boundary conditions are

T' =: 0 at both z = 0, d, (46)

v=:O at rigid surfaces (47)

and for free surfaces, which we take to be flat,

W du= di
Óv= ~ = o (48)

Designate the x, y and z equations of (41) as A, B, C,

Then if we take

2
where \) 1

Cì2

dx1

d2 A -dB
dx'Ôz + ôy ÕZ

Ó2
+ òy~

- vi c

and use (42) to

eliminate d u + óv~ -i
(~t - i 'V9 '72 w

we get

'('\2T, .
1

(49)

The boundary conditions are T' =: 0, at both boundaries

'è2 WVV = Ò z2 = 0 at a free surface (SO)

1Z(42) )(this is found by using and

'dWVV =: -- = 0 for a rigid surface.ÕZ (51)

We put W =
st

e W(x,y, z) and T' st= e T(x,y,z) in (45) and

(49) getting

(I - K if)T =: fJ W (52)

and
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($ - "V \72) \7 2W ",?f \/2 T . (53)
. 1

By taking the complex conjugate of (52) and (53) we find

(ix - K G"2)Tx "" (. ~ (54)

and (SX _ )) V"2) V2 ~ "" 0' \72 TX
1

Consider the product of (52) and (55)

(55)

¡S W(Sx - :v \72) \/2 ~.. èJ \)2 TX(S - K V2)T. (56)
1

We want to average this over the whole volume V.

Consider the term W tr2 ~.

~ lw n2ihv · - ~ ¡V.w. 'Çw"dV+ ~ f w ;:" ds. (57)

The last term in (57) is zero since W "" 0 on the planes z "" 0 and

z = d, and the rest of the surface is of OeD) so the whole term is

1
of O( ñ ) which approaches zero as D, the horizontal dimension of the

volume, approaches infinity. ~ f \I w. V" ~dV is positive definite.
V

By proceeding in this way with the other terms in (56) and doing a

similar thing with (53) multiplied by (54), we deduce

- li 11 sX - Y f 12 + (f 13S + K (f 14 · 0 (58)

and - fi 11 s - ~ (J 12 + () 13Sx + K 't 14 · 0, (59)

where

11 = ; r \J w. 'V rrdV,
V
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12
1

r ,lw \12 r¡ dV,
==

V

V

13
1

r\71
T. \/1 TXdV,==

V

V

and 1

r (i;/ \)2~+ l)T V' g~)dV14 == T \7i~
V l~

V
1 1

Il' 12, 13 and 14 are all positive definite.

If we put S "" l + iq we can find l' and q by adding and

subtracting (58) and (59). This gives

l ""
If

4-
(f 11

12 + I( 14

- 13
(60)

and q (I II + '113) "" o. (61)

(60) shows that l can be zero or positive only if ~ is positive,

on the other hand if ~ is positive q "" O. Thus any amplified,

or neutral disturbance is not periodic in time.

Putting S "" 0 in (52) and (53) yields

and

-I( V2T :i ¡S W

- V r;w .. K r¡ 2 T,
1

(62)

(63)

so that
\16 i- ·

?f¡$
I( y \j 2 If

1
(64)

where t... Vl or T.

Let T II f(x,y) c: (z)
and W "" g(x,y) b(z)
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We assume that g and f are functions of x, y such that

2 _20(2
Ví f .. - /I d2 f. (f .. g) (65)

from 0 to d,

d :r
z" 1T ' so that

and (64) becomes

J goes from 0 to 'i as z goesWe sball put

(d ~\ - eX 13 'f -

K /ld4 _ R'We whall put t: -
K)J i¡4

Õ ßd40(2-, ip
K)J 1\4

(66)

,. Ray leigh number

1T4

By considering (50) , (62) and (63), the boundary conditions

at a free surface are seen to be

0/ ;.
Õ2 lj

'" ò41. '" '" 0 . (67)
d 'j 2

~j 4

Similarly by using (51), (62) and (63) the boundary conditions at

a rigid surface are

ò2 T g Ò3T 2 Ò T
T '"

(jj2
..

d2 Ò ::3

+ ~ ãY
'" o ,

and W
aW g ò4w + 2

2 ò2W
O... '" \1 - '"ôj d2 d~4 1 ò:s2

(68)

(69)

If we substitute for T and W, and use (65) in (68) and (69) we have

for a rigid surface, which is the case we will consider,

Q '" 9" II e 1/1 _ 0( 2 9' '" 0, (70)

and h .. b ' .. h' v - 2 0( 2h II .. 0 (71)

on tbe boundaries.
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We shall consider the equation for 9,

2

(d _0(2)39d3i
_ Rio(2Q (72)

We now want to substitute a Fourier sine series for Q

but we must first make a digression on differentiating Fourier series.

Digression on Fourier series.

If we take a Fourier cosine series of a function f,
øO

f .. a + 2. a cos n J ,o i n
differentiate,

f' '" - ~ n an sin n J

and compare .this with the Fourier sine series of f i

00

~f i = bn sin n J

where b are evaluated thusn

- ~ r:' sin n :r d 1 -o

bn

'l Jl

~ G sin n 3J - ~ r nf cos n J d 1(J 0
= Q-nan

Therefore, the Fourier cosine series of f gives the Fourier sine

series of f i when it is differentiated.

On the other hand if we take the Fourier sine series of

a function f øø

sin n 3 ,f = ~ a
I n

øO

f i .. '2 'n a COB nJ
I n

differentiate,

and then compare this with the Fourier cosine series of f i
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eP
f i - b +:Z b cos n J11- 0 i n

where bo - ~ r f'd J - ff (f('ì -) - f(O+)JjJ- 0+ ü" r:' J
and b n - ~ if' C08 n J d 3' - ~ ~ C08 n)1: ~ . nf sin n d 3

.. ~ r(_i)n ferr-) - £(0+)) + n an

we find that cD

f 1 :j ~ n an cos n .J

unless f(O+) - f(1f-). This means that we may need to add terms

to a differentiated fourier sine series of f if it is to be the

fourier cosine series of f' .

We now put

Q "" ~ An sin n j. (73)

9, and Q" are both zero at 0, 'i so we may differentiate them

without trouble. Therefore

ro
J , .- 2 nJ ,91 .. ~ n An cos n Q" .. - 2. n A sin, n

~ 3 cos n J ,
00

9 "' - 9'''. ¿n4A sin n J- n A .
i n I n

(74)

(75)

Q Iv' (0) and QIV( 'i) do not necessarily equal zero, so we must put

QV lO
# ~¡V (1T-) _ QIV(o+)J oP &

~ ) COB n J ,+~ (n A +n

where A
2 (iv 1\1 J for odd n..
TT - Q (íT-) - Q (0+)

and B -
* LQIV (17-) - Q'V (o+)J

for even n

so
Q Vi _

øO 6 A
sin n J .- ~ (n A -~) (76)i n
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We now substitute (73), (74) l (75) and (76) in (72) and get,

- E (n2 + 0( 2) 3An sin n:S - 'f: sin n J + ~ R '0( 2AnSin nJ == O. (77)

If we multiply (77) by sin n J and integrate from 0 to 1T we see

that
- (n2 + o(2)3A + R' o(2A "" nAn n :for odd' n (78)

and
(n2+ o(2)3A + R' 0(2An n == nB for even n . (79)

The boundary condition (70) at 'J '" 0 is

cD 3

- E n An -
2 S

0( "" n An :: 0, (80)

and for J'" 7r

to
_ '~n3(_1)IlAl n

ø
_ 0( 2 :: n(-l)nAn _ o . (81)

Adding (80) and (81), we find
Ql

~ (n2 + 0(2)nAn - o ,
even \'

and if we subtrac t (80) from (81)

00 2
0( 2)nA:E (n +

.. o .n
Ó.... 't

(82)

(83)

We ahall consider odd terms only, now, since they are those which

are symetrical about the center. It may be proved by consider-

ing the other terms, that a symetrical mode would be the least

stable.

Therefore, WQ use (78) and (83) to eliminate An

(n2 + 0( 2)n2 A
z. (n2 + oc 2) 3 _ R' ex 2
odd n

.. o (84)
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By manipulating (84) thus

:: í n2 + 0( 2)n2
odd n L (n2+0(2)3 _ R'o( 2

~ 2 2 2 + 2 n 22 2J = 0

(n + 0( ) (n + 0( )

we find i
"n\\o(') RZ' +

odd.1 (n2+oe2)2((n2+o(2)3_Rio(:J
~
odd n

n~
( 2 2) 2n +0(

.. O. (85)

(85) is convenient for manipulation since the terms of the first

1
series are of order -Š' making the series converge rapidly) and

n

Jeffreys pointed out that

tanh 1fc(-i .. 401 S-ir ~n 1

2 -,2
n + v-

d iTa(
do( (tanh 2)

4 1
.. rr :: n2 + ~2

odd n

4 ex -: i 0(
'í .. (n 2 + 0(2) 2

odd n

so that
2

.2 (n2+~2)2
odd n

íT d 1 JJ
.. ã (do( + oc) tanh 2 .. Tcx. (86)

Putting (86) in (85) yields

R'oi2

(1+0( 2) 2 ((1+ ex?) 3 -R 10( 2J

+ TO( + K .. 0

where
.. ~K n=3
odd n

n 2 0( 2R 1

(n2+ 0(2)2, ((n2+o(2)3_R1o(:)

We can compute the minimum value of R' with K .. 0 and then put

this value of R 1 in K and iterate. Jeffreys does this with one
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iteration and finds the minimum Rayleigh number = 1708.2 for

0(= '995. Pellew and Southwell compute R = 1707.8 for ct= '993

from the exact eigenfunctions. Jeffreys i method is much simpler

computationally.

A variational method for computing Rc

Equation (66) can be written, with
2a

~2 ex 2
ii

d2

(Ldz2
a2)3w + R a"-w

d4
o , (87)

where W is that part of the vertical velocity which depends only

on z, and R is the Rayleigh number. We multiply (87) by

( d22 _Z)7. W . (which is proportional to T by (63)) and integrate bydz .
parts from 0 to d, to get

R =.£ I£(t(h- -a.1wf+a'L(£.-a.1tWrJdëa? /Úb -a.')Wj'\Lë (88)

(88) is positive definite.

The variation of R is

~ ~ .
á'R= c: - r 1-. fJLr. -a;)wJ(~.~W+ ït~ W Jd.... (89)

ci~f r(Î~ -æ)wJch:
o

Hence d R = 0 if W 18a solution of (87). Also the

expression on the right-hand side of (88) is minimized by inserting

for W a solution of (87) satisfying the boundary conditions. Since
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we are now concerned with minimum value of R for which¡' .l.ì;;'~~,.ì,""
there is a solution W, the dgh:t-han9- side of (88), wlien minimized

withre~pect to a, will provide an estimate for,~.c' when'án approxi-

mation for W is in.erted, as explained directly below.

The fact that the right-hand side of (88) is stationary

for solutions W means that if any function within order é of a

solution of (87) but satisfying the boundary conditions exactly,

is inserted in (88), then the minimum value of R obtained will

2the correct value R by O( e: )... cdiffer from
2

In this problem it is better to "guess" at Cd 2 - a2)2W,
dz

than to guess W directly. ijsing

( ::2 _.2) 2 W - 1 - cos 2 11 . - A sin -i.,

Pellew and Southwell found the following estimates, for different

wave numbers ad, when minimized with respect to A,

Exac t R Approx. R

a d . 2 2177.4 2177.6

3 1711. 3 1711 .4

4 1879.3 1879.35

5 243? 4 2439.4

The ac tua1 minimum is at ad · 3.12, at which theexac t value of R

is R · 1707.8.c
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iV. Cells

Recall that the differential equation satisfied by

f(x,y), the "holli'Zontal" part of the vertical velocity, is, (65)

V 2 f + eX 21T2 f == O.I d2
As we have stated previously at the point of instability, motion

is realized as a regular cellular pattern in the horizontal plane.

That is, looking down on the fluid from above one might see an

array of cells of which the following diagram is an example.

Convection takes place in each cell separately, that is, the fluid

in one cell moves only in that cell so that v . n ==- - o on the

boundary of the cell. The motion is either J up at the centre of the

cell and down at the edges, or the other way around. The shape of

the cells in an array is called a "plan-form", and clearly f can be

identified with the plan-form of a motion.

Bisshopp (1961) performed a careful analysis of possible

plan-forms (see also Pellew and Southwell) and showed that only

"rolls", rectangles J squares, triangles and hexagons are permissible.
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Rolls are long strips

//0'0
He shows that all close-packed tesselations are allowed except for

paral le lograms.

Pellew and Southwell speculate that the non-linear terms in the

equations of motion should determine which cell shapes actually

occur. The extent to which this is true will be seen in the study

of the finite-amplitude problem, to which we shall soon direct our

attention.

While R does not depend on cell shape, other flow quan-c

tities, such as the heat transport, vary a great deal with cell shape.

Indeed, the variation of heat transport provides much of the motiva-

tion for studying the problem of preferred cell shapes.

submitted by Howell Peregrine

and Steve Rosencrans.
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v. Finite Amplitude (non-linear) Theory

Introduction

The main value of the linearized theory is its comparative

simplicity. Unfortunately its validity is severely limited. Mathe-

matically, it is valid only when the departure of the system from a

solution of the full equations is infinitesimal. If the basic state

1s a state of conduction (no motion), then this restriction will hold

only in the sub-critical range. When the Rayleigh number is increased

above the critical value, a disturbance will grow not without limit.

but only until the non-linear interactions become significant and

cause the system to relax in a new, statistically steady state of

motion. F~rthermore, even when the linearized theory predicts stabil-

ity, the result is not guaranteed. Veronis has shown that in some

(admittedly few) cases, a system in a state which is stable with

respect to infinitesimal disturbances may really be metastable, and

eventually may experience a disturbance large enough to cause it to

go over into a preferred state of motion. The finite amplitude

analysis (lectures VI and VII) will enable us to calculate forms of

motion which may exist when R ~ R i' and the state of zero motioncr t
can not exist.

The idea of a preferred state of motion presents another

problem, which will be discussed in lecture VIII. Finite amplitude

analysis will show that there are infinitely many statistically

steady forms of motion available to the system in the convective

range. How can we decide which state the system actually picks,

without attempting to treat an 1ntractible stability problem?
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There is an analogy to the problem of a single point mass, subject

to dissipative forces, random llnoise", and a fixed potential field.

In this case we have a simple criterion: the mass will eventually

settle into the state of lowest potential energy and most of

its time there.* In lecture VIII we will derive, subject to certain

hypotheses, a criterion to compare the lIrelative stabilityll of dif-

ferent allowed states of motion. This will lead to a simple

c le: the system will tend toward the state which permits the

most heat transport.

We write for the total temperature

T (x, y , z, t) :: I +l\z,t) + T (x, y, z, t) (1 )
m

where T TT (2):: ( - m)horizontal average

Thus eq (1) defines T as a fluctuation.

The horizontal average is equivalent to the statistical

ensemble average (for fixed z). The bar, in fact, will always denote

an average over horizontal

F (z) Hm
a~CD

directions
a (a

4~ 2 r dy ~ dx-a -a
F(x,y,z) (3)

note: T :: 0 by defini tion (4)

We shall frequently make use of the following:

a) of
ax

:: òF
Ò Y

:: o (5)

*Consider a billiard ball lying in a metastable state on the

billiard table. Eventually, it will wind up in a crack in the floor,

as a simple experiment will show.
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where F is any bounded function with a finite number of discontinuities.

This follows from the definition of the horizontal average.

Also: b) 0 becausew

0
'è) u + 6V + dW + d v + ÒW w

(6)=: =:òx ôy Ò z x Oy Õ z z

so w is constant and equai to its boundary value which is O.

The double bar will denote an average taken over the

entire configuration

F =:

~ rd
o

F(z)dz (7)

Constraints on the motion:

We start with the heat equation:

(¿-K\t)(T-t)= - v.V(ì-1)= -V. f v(l -lJ J
(since V, ïf =0)

(8)

taking the horizontal average yields

a ?¡i Z7
-k òè'a:: -o?:(WT)

êjTwhere we have set - =: 0 in view of the steady state.at

(9)

(10)

We may integrate once to obtain

(after defining f3 (z)
, ;Yr- ~) (ll)

K¡3

conduc t ed
heat flux

+ WT =: H
(12)

convected
heat flux

total kirtematic
heat flux (a constant)

Averaging over z we get

K(Jm+WT =: H (13)

where J.

(3,. ~ t r ß cL~ ::
o

.6 l'-
aL (14)
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Then ¡3 ~i+ 'Wf-WT;3ni f( I'm (15)

Then since T-'lrr :: ~ -+ T , we may write the heat equation (1) in terms

of the fluctuating quantities after using (9), (10) and (11)

(?t-k\l~T -ßW-(V' Vr-~iWT)) =¡3W- (16)
where li == 1/. \l T - ~ (WT) incorporates the zero-average non-

linear terms.

i.e. note that

-l -; íl. vT -Îil-WT):: WT - WT -= 0 (17)

For convenience we write down again the N-S equation:

( L-'i (-) A -s ..-'..- 11\72/11 = '( 'l+T K- -- v. 'Ç V* Pfr (l8)

Further Constraints: The power integrals.

First note that rr -: 0 (19)

proof:
liT ~ Tn. (if T)- C-'(w-T))I:: () (19a)N~ ~

T\J' (v T) :: T (TV' iJ + V.\ìTJ -: ¥. q(T") -: \7. (T2i)
IIo -

So fi T :- \J~cr~v): (j~ (r;:)
(20).

(21)

Therefore h. T't 0 since both T and W vanish at 2.: OJ d. .

Multiplying (16) by T and taking the complete average we get

= ~ -L
-f it ¡? :: ¡3 W T - If \J T' W T (22)

where the last term has been symetrized by integration by parts.
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-'
Similarly, we may take the scalar product of (18) with 1T and average

to get --
l -h(v,v) :: YWT

Now, in the statistically

be time independent so, after

(23)

state the averaged tie B wi 1

(15) to eliminate f1 ' we obtain

T ::0 (24)!Jw,

::

++(W7- + (

= 'dv;.
'fWT -1) di

J

These are the "power integrals".

'" 0 (25)

S i nc e are inhomogeneous in

~ and T, they provide a restriction on the amplitude of the fluctua-

ting quantitiés. I.e. if we somehow knew everything about the fluctua-

ting quantities except the amplitude, then the amplitude is determined
-i

immediately from the power integrals. For example we may take for 1)

and T the marginally stable solutions of the linearized problem. (No

claim is made of course that they are the correct solutions for

R~ R .)c

W :: f(x,y) siníTz/d and f (x, y) (26)

satisfies :i
\l f(x,y) +

/

u

..
-i îr

d2

_ d.2:: -
íT'2c(1

cL~==--
TT'lo(':

f ::

v

0(2 íTJ.

2 f (x , y)
d

(i+o(2) w

0' 0(2

d?-W
dX i!

:: 0 (27)

(28)

(29)

è/J- tA

Ò ~ -ai!

(30)
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Since we expect cellular motion we choose (just to see what happeni)

f "" 2 A cos(C( íTX/d) (the roll form) (31)

A is the unknown amplitude.

When we insert these for the form of the fluc-

tuating quantities in the power and determine A, and then

:i
evaluate WT (the convected heat) we obtain

Wr '" K(fm - (J~rit.) h Licriti ¡q h R (32)were (-. s íl' w en R:: crit

This gives a slope in the R - Nu curve of 2. Use of the rigid boundary

marginal solutions in (24) and (25) gives a slope of 1.51 in agree-

ment with experiment (see page 10).

The Fini te Amplituqe Expansion:

Let us apply the operator

i. A ( ;i

+ £)êJ :: --71 Ad Ò (33)L ~ + J dj - K. 3)(1- ò~:i

to the N-S equation (18) .

Note
.. --

. V :: 0 which eliminates the V' l term.

(f. V 
=:1. .du 1'.l ~ -' (ò?. .. n~) I.Oè (jX- ~. ò~ :a ~

(34)

Al so ,

=. i r ~.V - dW_) -l-èJ~ +~~) ur ~ - V"JW
Ô~ L II 8 r ~ ~'J

o

(35)

Thus

(1- - V\7:i)\J~W :: '( \l'l T + Lõt i (36)

where L:: (9. LV. ~ V J (37)
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We may eliminate T by writing

t r:/.-j:: -cd--V'V 'J)V?W + L and inserting in (36)

the heat equation (16), obtaining the 6th order equation satisfied

by w.

(lt -k \J)~t -"¡ t7~ \l:liv - Y V;1.ß W;: (lr - K \7~) L - Y\li~ Pi"

(38)

The basic equations will be (36) and (38). For simplicity we

"non-dimensionalize" them according to

-l ".
V..~ VI T -? J! _I X.J -" d Xtcf3 I

11t..š.t
K

(39)

to give

(-lt - V-i~;tw :: \72. T +-# L (40)

t~ k -\l~lf - v-)f;iUJ- R \l"w:: 0~ tr-\j~ L -~"A 1-(W'- wt)ï:'LLJ (41)

where we have used (15)) in order to put all non-linear terms

on the right-hand side. The characteristics of the system in-

fluence the problem only through the Rayleigh number and the

Prandtl number Oí where

Q :: %

We shall try to satisfy (40) and (41) by means of a

formal expansion

w- :: ~ Wi. e¿+1
o

f'

i
(42)

c.
T :: z: TUS¿+I

()

(43)
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and we assume that these expressions converge for 6 in some

neighborhood of the origin. No particular physieal meaning is

gi ven to G ~ however the power (24) may be writ

R .:
ò:if(W -,t)T ((wr- WT)WrJ

WI (44)

(after applying (lJ -(rv)

alizing) .

i -
- l( (ii - Wr') and non-dimension-

Then we see that R will appear also as a power series

in é
co

7t -= L R¿ € t
o

(45)

Another way of saying this is that the expansions (42) and (43)

of VV and T do not provide a consistent means of satisfying (40)

and (41) unless R is taken also as being explieitly dependent

upon the parameter E. Of course this is not a real disadvantage.

The number 6. will determine both the W - T field and the number

R. the value of the physical parameters for which that W - T

field is a solution of the equations ~

The hierarchy of equations is:

lwo .: (l -\71(.~ fr _\72) \7:2Wo -1?o \l~W()

-= 0 ( 46 ) 0

J w i ~ 1t I 'Vi") We - \7" * ~o + d- (-h - rv') Loo ( 46) 1

J W1. :: 1?1 n;W1 + 7tJ, tli.Wo -l i ~ T, - Vi t )\fIi.WØ -\/,"(h1o+hol)+

-+t(~ -\fXLo1+ Lip)

( 46) 2
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where hi,j = h(WL1 Tj) and similarly for L i.~

One may also write expressions for T, u, v.

Although we may not write it explicit ,we will assume

-i
that the 1)" i i- fields ar.e of the form

Vo i To :: f with )

\12 ø:; - cp (27)

Now, if we require statistical steady solutions - i.e. if we

require that horizontally ties are time independent -

_L
then the V-/ i fields themselves will have to be time independent

in order to satisfy (46) . In this case, equation (46) is simplyn 0
the equation for marginal stability (see page 23), and R willo

be the critical value of R for the given 0( .

There are stil i a few other problems. First of all we

note that Wo J. W~ must vanish because Wo J il = W¿ J. Wò (48) .

since J. is hermitian with respect to the free boundary conditions.

Thus UJ" inust be orthogonal to the right-hand side of all equations

in the hierarchy. This condition, besides insuring that the equa-

tions possess so lutions, also determines the R ~ . For example,

taking the mean of wI) times eq. (46) i gives

~ ~:i;Aoõ -t -? ~ \7"' Lo/)

Vlo \l;i. ~

R, (49)

There is st~iihan indeterminacy in the solution since we could add

to any of the W¿ a multiple of uJo' the solution of the homogeneous
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equation (46)0. We resolve this by requiring

We Wi :: 0 ¿ o

Actual computations require a choice of plan form

(an explicit expression for ~)~)).

Examples:
Ro 1 1 s :: 2. cos 7fo\ "j

Rectangles ~ = 26. c s e:: .,'X co.5 rr m ~ 4: + h1 =0('2
Ji

(

Hexagons ~
( ;1 iTl-
lCGS i. L C ti:,

::~s4l; \

+ 31-,/

The amplitudes are chosen so that W,,2- -: J

For rolls we directly compute

l,Ò6 :. 0 L :. 0
() D

which implies R = 0
I

which in turn implies W,:: T, ': 11 i ': 'l~ = D

So ~Ol -: -hID -: k,,1 -= L-,o ': 0

¡ it -: "' \7'1 i!J + ( Wo \ - Wó (0) \/,1. VIand d- '; I\i. v, w() ..

thus

1? :::L

Wo"f Wo \7-i~ - ~ i: Wo ~-i'l _ 1L ú +cx'J2?-

2 ~
Wo V:- ~

To this order:
2

Ro + E RZR =

or 2. of ..

E"' :: - 11 ':ei -ro(li).. ('R - 'Ro)

0)

(51)

(52)

X (53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)
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'w T =- E :2"Wò ;: 2- (R- ) (63)

- 2.- ( ) ::
WT:: f: Wb To ~ "l t?- 1\0 SlY 1(

D.nd~ :;1+2(~)~ s'm2.7Ti-J::

a. YJ cL -l ::
'M (3 ('

CDS 2. Ti ~ (65)

(66)

temperature cr (2-)J

profile from (65)

7? /2. i?o

The resul t breaks dO~l below R = 2R i as may becr t
seen by going to higher orders. The fact that the 62. result

gives a negative f3 for R ,) 2Rcr:l is not conclusive proof that

it is incorrect there, but it does turn out that the temperature

inversion disappears in higher approxi~ations.

The M-V paper calculates the heat transport to 6th order:

"'
"R"

";
f:

E.4

HI k 13m
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A value of 7 for cr was used in this calculation

(appropriate for H20).

Malkus and Veronis made calculations for other plan forms.

The following graph show.8 the amount f convective htlat trans-

port in the neighborhood of for various rectangles.t

( i::Jresult).

i.~
- .8
WT

Z(1?-1tÎ

1l.. i.

. -1

()":: cO

--(j",1
~ hi¡(!t~ol'S;
jcr= CD

I d-=:IlS

.2
d-=, i

l./m 1.0

(~u.aT"e)

Note that the result for rolls differs from the result for

length ~ C)~
widthrectangles in the limit

VI A_Relative Stability Criterion

Now that we have found a wide variety of statistically

steady motions that can exist in the convective region, we must

determine which solution actually does exist. Each solution repre-

sents a different geometric flow pattern; each transports a different

amount of heat. Which one does the fluid pick?

There are at least 3 ways we could approach the problem.
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a) We could hinge our expansion about R ~ R and solve a timec

dependent initial value problem

b) (much simpler, but still much too difficult), we could

investigate the stability of each finite amplitude solution,

applying arbitrary infinitesimal

c) We can try to establish a c terion hased entire on

the moments of the fields which will enable UB to compare dif-

ferent maintained motions and decide which one is more likely to

be stable. (the relative stabili criterion) .

Imagine that we have a tical state wi th a

maintained field

v. (i-,:),?:) T - 1m = T(i!) + T (1)

Then we add a disturbance

-- -'-'
1A ~l)+1)1 T+ T-~ -ll+T (2)

then òû ..i.... ..--..i ' , I i ''2 ~..",u'\7U+U-\7v +u'nv.-:-J5\Jp.¡tTK +1iV U' (3)

aT' -i " (- ) , I ') I- + u . \J T + It. r¡ r., T + 7.1. . \J T -= 'r \! r01 . (4)

-i i
V- 1Ä :: 0 (5)

The power integrals are then

-' ..1(:.1-').. i :...... ÏÁ' + !J' 'L' \7 U. .. '( W ;1 + V i/. V.u '
',f

i .a
~ êlt

~ ~t: T,i.. T'v.'.V(T+T):. K T'\1'lTI"
If

T\i.'.Ç!T - T' W l¡

(6)

(7)
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Now suppose we know all the possible maintained motions. In order

to examine their relative stability we consider only a special

class of disturbances, namely, those which themselves have the form

of some other solution of the basic equations.

i. e. assume that at t = 0

=- Au ,
T;: Trr; (8)

where iAi ¡ ~ are possible maintained motions. In this situation

the l1triple correlationa" (.ui" (u:,V )ti) and 1; -U, ..-n T vanish, in the

1st order finite amplitude treatment.

So:

I Ò (--;i'i - ~ -l ,.-' A r A..
:i ¡;t ìf. 'v~ - A 1JUI'" U1 + r B W, i ~ - 1,-rAI3I.1

1:::0
(9)

l d (7/?- ì = K B"T,\)'J T, + A 13(W, '1 ß) =- -i1'r3 -tAB 1'1õf )t=o (10)

J
We assert that if the system tt' J T1 grows initially, the underlying

..
motion 1. j T will be unstable. Granting this assertion, then there

will be instability provided we can find A and B so that

-,A~r/+AßIA. ).0

-B~I3 + A 81.. ;: 0
(11)

which in view of the fact that I ¡ and I S are positive-definite

amounts to the condition

I2 14 ? I, I.. (12)

for ins tabi li ty .

Le. '6 L¥ -ç wi T, f3 ) i~ T. \7?-7;

Il
l) Ui.i: U¡ (13)
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-- -i
But by assumption, the 1L,) T, field satisfies the power s.

So the condition for instability becomes-
Wi 1; ) o (14)

Using (l2) in the previous section this becomes

---_.~-'.
pi -' o (15)

-;
or ~ (3 Pi (bar s -average here)

virtue of Schwarz i inequal

1. ""
¡3;91 ~

J.
(l7)

A sufficient condition for instability is-
(3/- )i -i

(18)

Thus a necessary condition for stability is that the solution must

have a larger value of (3'2 than any other solution, and along this

line we may think of the "relative stability" of two solutions as

being given by a comparison of the two values of l3:i.

Of course, we have restricted ourselves to first order

in the finite amplitude expansion, by' requiring that the triple

correlations vanish. Indeed, in the first order finite amplitude

treatment, maximizing f3~ is equivalent to maximizing the heat flux,

ti It
and we shall tentatively adopt the condition of H for determiningmax

the preferred state.

R~ference: Malkus and Veronis (1958) J .Fluid Mech. ~, 225.

Notes submitted by F. c~ Shure
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Relative Stability and Entropy Production

We found that the relative stability criterion

f WT (f3ó -1,)) /0
(19)

is equivalent either to maximi H for a given mean tempera~

ture gradient ¡?m or minimi for a given heat transport

H. We will explore the connection between the entropy pro-

duetion in irreversible thermodynamic systems and the criterion

of relative stability advocated earlier.

The 'local 
i thermodynamic entropy of the system as a

function of the temperature and density satisfies the equation

T ~ .: ~ + pA- (/1)
C1 1: cL 1: cJ:t: If

(20)

where d
dt

energy of the system. Within the framework of the Boussinesq

is the substantial derivative and U the internal

approximation only the first term survives and is given by

f ~~ ~ k\J. (Vr) (21)

Incorporating this expression for the rate of change

of internal energy, the entropy equation becomes

¡OT~~ ~K\J.(\li) (22)

For a statistically steady state in a bounded region

the entropy production in the interior wi1 1 be balanced against

the outflowing entropy flux at the boundaries such that
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(ÒS) -= 0 =: _ (-a) + (~)01: 7J t ß õ-t Ic n (23)

Equating the corresponding parts of Eqn. (21) which arise

on integration, we get -- .-
(~s) :: (l0)\
~~ Go r' T 60 (21.~ )

õt-)¡ -:
l;

I i )
(ilT-V-= (25)

which can be rewritten as

'1

f -r¡

=-
as )80:= H¡9r- (26)

T. 2. (d5 )~ .. dt" J n
K¡32 + K(\7T- \7 T)

~ K(i-i +( WT 13) (27)

Recalling our stability argument, Equation (19), in

relation to this equation, we find that for a fixed flux H, the

stable solution is one of MINIMU entropy production, while for

a fixed fm, (force field) the stable solution is one of maximum

entropy production.

A comparison of this criterion with a theorem proved

by Prigogine, (DeGroot, 1959), in irreversible thermodynamics is

suggestive. It states: For a system with a variety of forces

and fluxes, having a linear force-flux relationship between them,

if we fix some of the forces on the system, the entropy production

will be minimum, when the remaining fluxes vanish. Vice versa, if

we keep some fluxes on the system constant, entropy production is

again minimum when the remaining forces vanish, This reciprocal
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relationship between forces and fluxes derives explicitly from

their linear character. The forms which this theorem is likely

to take, when one incorporates a non-linear relationship between

forces and f luxes is far from clear.

The argument of the relative stability criterion as

seen earlier, suggests that for a fixed flux, H, the stable solu-

tion is one with minimum entropy production, i. e. minimum ;3rn '

The corresponding result for fixed pm is that the heat flux, H,

be a minimum. Thus the principle of minimum entropy production can

be expressed either as minimum ¡3nn for fixed H or as maximum H

for fixed I'm' This divergence from the results of linear thermo-

dynamical arguents

this criterion.

a motivation for the further study of

VII Turbulent Convection

An alternate approach to the theory of turbulent con-

vection, widely differing from the mechanistic approaches considered

earlier has been put forward by Willem Malkus (1954, 1960). We will

discuss now some of the motivations which go to form this venture.

The experience gained from the study of finite amplitude

perturbations of convection phenomena, suggests that among the various

motions in a convective field, the most unstable one is the one which

transports the maximum heat. And anticipating a proof of this cri-

terion, we assume that the pattern of motions is the one which max-

imizes heat transport.
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We a1 so further assume that there is a smallest scale of

motion which contributes to the heat transport in the fully evolved

system.

In finite amplitude studies the zero average non-linear

terms, which are the fluctuat interactions of the temperature

and velocity fields that do not contribute to the mean field, were

found always to have a stabi influence. i Stabilizing i in

this context refers to their tendency to reduce the heat trans-

port. Also the finite amplitude studies, even to higher orders

in e, suggest that the mean profile tends to be positive, all

through the region. This tempts one to extend the results and

knowledge gained from the linear and finite amplitude studies to

a fully turbulent field. Following this, we assume that the

smallest scale of motion which contributed to the heat transport

is the same as the smallest scale of motion which is marginally

stable on the mean profile.

We will start with the equation

H -i Kß -+ WT (1)

or

~~
H

(1- VJ)
H ~ D (2)

(we make use of the fact that p never changes sign~

We can write r- ~ I~
H

(3)
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with
00

-i :: ¿ In l.rio (4)

where the ~n are some suitable set of orthogonal functions which

satisfy the boundary and symetry conditions of the problem. From

Eqns. (10-13) above, it follows that

£::1+
(3in

(5)
K. 13m

If we assume that there is a smallest scale of motion

and that this is the smallest contributor to the heat transport,

we can truncate the series for I with terms which correspond to this

scale. Strictly such a procedure will be valid only if we knew the

true eigenfunctions of the problem, But since we intend constructing

a variational scheme, any function which satisfies the boundary

conditions will give an upper bound to H. The true upper bound may

be far below this. We can by minimidng Equation (3) for a given

ÌJo find a relation between H¡3rnand '70 We can link the 110 to

the smallest scale unstable on the mean profile and consequently

the Rayleigh number. through the second assertion.

Free Boundary Condition Solutions,

The appropriate set ~n for the case of the free boundary

conditions are the simple trigonometric functions

lfri :: ~ 2 n ~: 1f == J 0:5 ~ c: 1T (6)

In order that LVn 0 correspond to the scale 110, the sum for I is termi-

nated at ~
2. ïf

~m _ if -l cJ A-H -íf H '+o~ :i
- ~ ~ In (i + d Yl, 0 )

(7)

Now
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Also since ;3(0) =: ,/ (íi) :: l

(~i~r i (8)

To maximise H, we will minimise Equation (7), sub-

ject to the constraints (8), using Lagrange' s ~determined

mul tipliers, to get

i- (~)-;()
ò In \; H

~-il' :.
2. ~_ arcJ L.D:: -i ... (9)

fì¡)Ì"1 Yiiitll'

In terms of these I is
K¡.3\o _ J- - '?
H

,.~ (i -+ dri \10 )

- 1;(V"0 +1)

or H :: Itß,.(rint"I) (10)

And the expression for I becomes
'rø/.. I?..~

I

i :: ~ IY' î.J~ :: 2: \¥n l1øH
I

=l ~ ¡

- l'o-;
CDs ri cp

--
i

Yìl)+J

i -:

:: -l r I + ~ (rio+ l) p_ 1
"1l1' I ~ .stm cp j

5Lm (no., i) 4'

(\'0 + i) svn'.~

I~
Ylo ..1

or (11)

We recaii that

~=.
K

~m ~

1'2:. s.:a(lìorl) it
Ú10 + \)'& SÀ '&4'

.w ,. ( nù +- j) cp

(,'10+ i) ~. 4l
(12)
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These relations between K and (~v+l)andßandPMare

independent of any assumptions on the dynamics of the flow.

It assumes only that there exist a smallest scale of motion

contributing to heat transport and that the temperature pro-

fi le ~ remain positive everywhere.

If we assume that Y/r,?'? 1 we can integrate equation

(12) ,to get the temperature distribution

T c. 4i) - T m :: ,6 T_ -i_ ( c lYì ~ I 0 (+0 )).2 11 Y)v+\ 1

for ~ 'ì iT
fie

(13)

The integral for the mean field for ~ -= .. and large Y)o is
\'0

CÌ

T () ) - lrn :. ~!: - 1: J A d l;; 'i f~o 5

:: l: T _ -l J: .2 j ,W:¡ r d. r:: l?tl r' ÎÍ r:iç 0,)
f C ~) - 1 :: D T r I - :. .J¿ (:i n - s. 2.1 J'f :iL /) t'

"

(14)

where t ~ (Ylo t l)f and -Ji. (X) is the sine integral.

We will now carry through our second assertion that

this minimum scale which contributes to the heat transport is

the same one which is critically stable on the mean field.

With this assumption we can relate the n to the Rayleigho

number and thus end up with a quantitative relationship between

H and the Rayleigh number.
I /

The equations for the disturbance UJ i- of the velocity

and temperature fields which are marginally stable on the mean
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field are-
(it - kQ~)T' =: w'ß'd )

(d- -)) 'l2¿ WI -: - V P

(15)

'lTI1? (16)

.1j' =-0 (17)

TiEliminating the terms in the usual way, we get

l

a single equation for LV as

(:t-K\)1)(-A-~V2)\!"wl= - lfßV¡~l)1
(18)

where
'; ,

\7 1S the horizontal Laplacian.
dFor free boundaries one can show that a c = D for

marglnal stability whatever the form of ¡3. Assuming a hori-

zontal cellular motion with a wave number 0( we can write the

equation for the disturbance in the marginally stable state

in the form

(a '2) i 7. R A i-. - ci W :: - d. -i -i W()~.. IT 13m (19)

We seek solutions of this equation which are

extremal for R. and which satisfy the boundary conditions
i Ò':W òlf Vt cP = 0 and 'i /('10 t i) .W::O ~.:Di -",=0 at

) Ô í!
First we construct a posi tive definite variational form for R .

iMultiplying Equation (19) by LV and integrating

over the domain of cp

J:' G~i. -o?-)3wtL~ ='_.rÁ:Rjg w''d ~o vr n ~mo

(20)
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Substituting for c¡S /;'r from equation (12), we get

R -:
I

- rj'1
/w't;;' -
flT 02 (no+-) ~ u/Ú1o+ I; :í:J cPo

If 6'/1)+-1) is large compared

~ (21)

d ~

to unity, the ents

are large only near the boundary. An upper bound for R is

h f f h hf 107f.t en ound rom t e int ion over t e irst cyc e -~otn

It will be convenient to work with the new variable ~:: (Ylc+l)t\

and for this limit of large (110+ I) , we rewrite equation

(21), as

.. - - .-
(nD+-I)' - o('l

11fLvI(l? _rÁ'J)' UJ leiS

5ii . ,.1'~L.I2.d.ro )
(211 )

The simplest trial function satisfying the boundary

condi tions is s..r Minimising (21') for ft using this trial

function we get

.. :: R :: 1533
('fD +i)1 CF ,

(22)

We can carry through the same analysis for the not-

too-large n~ case, where the disturbances are not restricted to

-la region of order Yìo near the boundary but penetrate through-

out the body of the fluid. ~ is proportional in this case to

the fourth power of (Ylo t/). The actual constant of proportion-

ality in this case may well be very sensitive to the choice of

the trial function. But this suggests a different heat ttanspòrt~
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Rayleigh number relationship) for low Rayleigh numbers.

For the boundary function case

R )1/3
H :. Kßl-

F
ReF ::

For the body function case

( R . YtjH :: kf3f', -0 )
"e¡:

i¡R 'J law for the heat

(?e¡: :: f:J
(24)

The transport has been predic ted

by Priestly (1954) using a dimensional similarity argwient. As

a qualitative approach, it could not pr~dict the constant of

proportionality ReF"

Rigid Boundary Condition Solutions

This case is more difficult to deal with, sin~e the

'"/)",15
~tl which satisfy the rigid boundary conditions are more diffi-

eul t to deal wi th than the free boundary ones. The studies of

Pellew and Southwell (1940) give for the critical Rayleigh num-

bers in the free-free anu rigid-free cases, 656 anJ J 100 respect-

ively. This means that the temperature difference which sus-

tains a marginal disturbance, in the rigiù-free case, is

(HOG) t65G times that necessary to sustain a similar. marginally
stab~ e free-free disturbance.

If we assume that this ratio remains the same for the

critical Rayleigh number of the smallest marginally stable motion

even in the case of turbulent fields, the boundary region will be
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extended until Yi1 J.6T~ ::(RrR\) :(il\ :: /.13?L.
b ., F r~ ff: Cc5'fø )

The corresponding heat flux would be given by Equation (23)

with f?CF replaced by
~

2533.

Critical Remarks and Comparisons with Other Theories

As has been pointed out earlier, the question of

getting a relation between Hand Ì'ÎD depends only on three

assertions: l) The heat transport tends to be a maximum

2) There exists a smallest scale which contributes to the

heat transport and 3) The temperature gradient remains

positive everywhere.

The first assertion is debatable. It is suggested

by the results of the linear as well as the finite amplitude

theory. The second assertion depends very critically on whether

a tail for the spectrum exists or not. This should be estab-

lished by a more detailed mechanistic study of tne non-linear

transfer process. The third assertion is also suggested by

finite amplitude studies and, though borne out by experiment,

most probably is a subtle aspect of the inertial terms.

The second section of the theory asserts a connection

between the ~o of the heat transport and the Rayleigh number,

through a variational analysis of the disturbance equations in

the marginally stable state. A defense of this assertion will



require the development of a quantitative theory of the trans-

fer process.

The only other theory of turbulent transport is

one advocated by Priestly (1954, 1955, 1956), It is based on

arguments of similarity. It asserts that the effects of con-

duction and viscous diss ion should be restricted to

layers. It draws its and support from the successes of

similarity theory in the fully- turbulent flùvl in channels.

stants. Though it also

As s unavoidable in any such theories, it has disposable con'.

V;ts a qualitative ft 'j 1m.) for the

heat transport, the temperature profi le is predicted as

_. Y.:

;¿~ (-l) ~
\ TtA

The current theory for the same region makes quantita-

tive predictions

~ T
"T

:: C e È:() Z

with a value for C 2.0

Comparison wi th Experiments

send, 1957; Townsend, 1

The experiments of Townsend and Thomas (Thomas & Town-

tive predictions of the

large temperature differences

the equival temperature for

used to test the quantita-

s, however involved

a difficulty in connecting

process and the
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observed ambient temperature. Despite this. the experimental

value of R ~ = 2000 .: 200 to a heat transport only
eight per cent more than the tions of the

A more significant test for the theory will be the

comparison of the Ie, where the two theories

predict a widely different charac er. The experiments of Town-

send conHrm the qualitative tions of Malkus, while the

constants predicted and measured differ within 30'~.

It should be possible to determine the range of

validity of the theory and it by designing experiments

which are more directly intended to test its predictions. On

the other hand, improving the trial functions in the variational

scheme of the theory will limit the errors introduced there.

These notes submitted by S. Nagarajan.
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The Wind-Driven Ocean Circulation

I. The observational basis*

l. Introduction

All descriptions of reality are simplified:

order to present a coherent pJ.cture of observations we real

need a theory to act as a framework. There is as no

theory of oceanic circulation which could form a framework

for a discussion such as the present one. We are concerned

with varying time and length scales, with surface currents,

with integrated currents, and wi th transports: those observa-

tions which are significant depend on the theoretical back-

ground. The theory which is most developed today is that of

the mean circulation. Therefore, the features of the oceanic

cir~ulation which will be discussed here will be those which

emerge from averages of observations over long periods, so

as to smooth out seasonal fluctuations, where possible.

There are two main sources of information about the

ocean currents:

(a) Many years i reports of ,surface currents, as observed

by merchant and naval vessels, have been combined by the hydro-

graphic offices of different nations in the form of charts of

surface currents. One of the best of these is due to Schott

(1942). These charts are based on enough individual observa-

tions to give some significance to the means.

*Sections (1) and (2) are notes from a lecture by H. Stommel.
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(b) Mean subsurf~ce currents are not measured directly,

but inferred from the observed mean distribution of density in

the oceans. Seasonal changes in density are largely confined to

the upper 200 meters of the ocean, so that for ueeper iayers, the

mean density field is found to a first approximation from indivi-

dual observations.

2. Geostrophic Currents Associated with Mean Density Field.

The deep waters of the ocean are cold and of remarkably

uniform density. Thus below 3000 meters depth, the horizontal

variations in density are less than 0.01%. Radio carbon ages of

1200 yea.rs, observed in deep water suggest that the mean currents

in these deep waters are also small - with mean veJocities less

than 1 millimeter a second (although turbulent fluctuating veloci-

ties of one hundred times that amplitude are common - as observed

by Swallow's pingers).

In the surface layers, exposed to heating Ln the tropics,

and cooling near the p01es, there are large differencès in density

from place to place - of as much as 0.5%. In the absence of con-

straints (which in the ocean are due to rotation of the earth),

the low density surface waters near the equator would spread out

toward the poles.

In the atmosphere it has been found, by a comparison of

observed winds aloft, and the pressure field, that large scale
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winds are geostrophic. We expect to find that the mean ocean

currents are geostrophic also.

Pressures cannot be systematically and easily measured

in the oceans, but if we could do this we would expect that some

sort of pressure patterns) related to the flow, would be found.

We would like then to be able to deduce pressures from other

data. The technique used is t e the hydrostatic equa-

tion from some depth up to the surface, at a given location, using

the observed values of t and salinity to give the lensity

along the vertical column of water. The Jifficulty here is th~ t

we do not know the pressure at the bottom of our column, even :if

this extends to the bottom of the ocean. We introduce the

assumption that below some depth, as yet unspecified, negligible

pressure gradients exist. We will discuss this in more detail

a little later on, but if this is granted, different columns of

water, with different density structure in the vertical, wiiih ve

different pressures at the same depth; that is to say, by com-

bining results from many stations, we can compute pressure gra-

dients at various levels. An equivalent .:ay of presenting sucn

data is to compute the height of water at a given place, above

the basic level of no pressure gradient, needed to reach a certain

pressure. Areas of low (high) pressure then become areas of low

(high) height.

The attached map shows the results of such computations
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for the surface of the ocean, (with a constant height subtracted

from all readings), so that the map can be thought of as showing

the undulations of the sea surface. * The geostrophic currents

would then be along these height contours with speeds inversely

proportional to th~ contour spacing. A study of the map shows

areas of high and low height, areas of concentrated contour lines

(strong currents), and could be thought to give a fair picture

of mean circulation. However, we cannot demonstrate by direct

current measurements that the flow ac tually is geostrophic, as

assumed, and, more serious, we are in doubt as to how r.epresenta-

tive thi~ map is of the Ilpressure" pattern. Thus, if a coarser

contour interval than the 20 cm interval used were chosen, very

much detail would be lost, while a finer contour interval would

result in an extremely complex pattern. Would either of these

be as typical of the ocean as the map'drawn?

We will therefore pass on to a consideration of the

fac tors which make a map like this of somewhat uncertain signifi-

cance. These are:

(i) choice of reference level (of no horizontal pressure
gradient) ;

(ii) effect of spatial variations of atmospheric pressure;

(iii) seasonal effects;

(iv) short period fluctuations.

*
The height interval between contours is 20 em.
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We will discuss each of these factors in turn.

(i) If we consider two different vertical columns of sea

water) say in the high near

observe the £01 lowing

and near Antarctica, we mi

structure:

0° iooc T -1

1000 m

OOc iooc
'¿. T

lOGO in

2000 m 200\; m

depth ~ depth

near Japan Antarctica

In the surface layers the water off Japan is much warmer than

the water off Antarctica, hence the former is less dense than

the latter. (The former is also more saline which will offset

the densi ty difference somewhat.) TJe main point, however, is

that both columns reach more or less the same properties at

some great depth; thus, if we started integrating the hydrostatic

equation from the bottom of the ocean in each case we would not

have a horizontal pressure difference between the two stations

until we reached a level at which the properties of the two

columns began to differ. We would then have to go through a
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longer column in the water off Japan to reach atmospheric pressure

than in the water off Antarctica, assuming the same atmospheric

pressure at both stations. We thus see that the map reflects the

density distribution in the upper layers of the sea. Further,

we see some basis for the assumption of no horizontal pressure

gradients at some large depth. We would like to know the effect

that various choices of the depth of no horizontal pressure gra-

dient have on our "pressure" map. In principle we would like to

choose various such depths and actually deterniine this effect,

but paucity of deep observations* precludes this. (There are

only about 1000 observations in the last 40 years which have gone

down to 4000 meters.) What we can do is choose a few good selected

stations and calculate pressure differences between them using

various depths of no horizontal pressure gradient. We find that

the map presented in c lass will be essentially independent of

this reference level so long as it is at or below 1000 meters.

(But: the Antarctic circumpolar current has large density differ-

ences to great depths).

(ii) As indicated in the discussion (i) above, the spatial

variation of atmospheric pressure should actually be taken into

account in the computations, and this wiii shift the contours

slightly.

(iii) Seasonal effects give variations in height of about

*
and their poor spatial distribution.
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l 6 em., which is well within the 20 em contour interval chosen,

so that their effect should not alter this particular map too much.

(iv) Short period fluctuations may give variations in hel

of about :. 4 em., so we may say the same about them as about sea-

Banal ts. This is associated with short term movements dp

and down, by about 50 meters, of the isothermal surfaces.

w~ thus cone lude that the map is to a good extent

representative, and have defined to some extent the range of

variation to 0e expected.

General Referenc s:

Schott, G., IIDie Grundlagen einer Weltkarte der Meeres-
stromungen", Ann. der Hydrographie und Mari-
timan Meteor010gie. 70 (l942): 329-340.

Stommel, H., "The Gulf Streamll, U.Cal.Press, (1958).

Sverdrup, H.U., M.W.Johnson, and R.H.F1eming, liThe
Oceans"', Prentice-Hall (1942).
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II. Equations for Oceanic Motions

We have had an introduct:.on to the study of ocean cir-

culation in the last lecture, by H. Stommel. We saw that there

were many features to explain, and many gaps in our theoretical

and descriptive knowledge. However, certain large-scale features

seem to be "quasi-steady", for example the Gulf Stream: this cur-

rent changes location, and has' large eddies associated wi th it,

but in a statistical sense it is a steady feature of the oceanic

circulation.

We would like to be able to discuss theoretically the

occurrence of broad eastern currents, of sharp, fast western cur-

rents, and the separation of the latter from the coast. We will

orient ourselves to this problem, and as a first step we will

study the "p-plane" approximation to the equations of motion.

1. The ß -Plane Approximation
i

The dynamics of the oceans are properly described by

the equations of motion for a fluid held by gravity to a rota-

ting, spherical globe. Spherical coordinates are thus naturally

indicated. (We will ignore the actual elliptical, or possibly

pear, shape of the earth). Now, the depths of the oceans, and

lateral scales of observed patterns, are less than the earth i s

radius. Thus if we assign a vertical scale D (depth), a lateral

scale L, and denote by R the earth i s radius, we have D .cc: R.

Further, in general, D C:~ L. We can use these latter facts to
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reduce the basic equations in spherical coordinates to the form

of the equations for fluid motion on a rotating "plane", a

great simplification. The ions resulting from this reduc-

tion however, differ in a very essential from those which

actually apply to motions relative to a rotating plane:

differ in that (due to the variation of the Corio s parame

f :: 2 fl sin 4' , with latitude in. the original equations in

spherical coordinates, the Corio li.g parameter in the final ,equa-

tions varies across the "plane" in a north-south direction.

If the motion were referred ori ly to a rotating plane the

CarioUs parameter would be simply a constant, f CC 2 J1 . The

north-south distance in the "plane" :ls denoted by y, and

df/ dy :: ¡3 ~ O. Thus the motion must be thought of as occurring

on an imagined rotating "plane" with this property. This

"plane" is called the ¡3 -plane, the name being a result of

the notation which sets ¡3 D df/ dy, and the series of restric-

tions which lead to the final equations is called the f -plane

approximation. We will now detail the steps in this reduction.

The equations of fluid mechanics referred to a rotating

globe are, in spherical coordinates, (see diagram):
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(x-dlrection)

ly) (z-direction)

( cp wi 11 be considered always;: 0,
and so the southern hemisphere is

treated by reflec tion)

du + wèh.¡ +L ~() t~ di; +~ -: uirt"anlQiat' I: Y' If r"~'l OÆ r r
+ '1 Sl W ~ ~ -1. .1 iriv rÍl :: - -!,¡ la -t h-iet;DnJ ,raHU.. (i). 'f pY"~'t t)'¡i 1

~ T W P. + JC Ò.- -r.. £i + ~ + u.~-t ~
at Ô., r aa.. r~~ 'ò À.'( r

+ L 11 vt S /l tP + 4 n? r s. t: Cô ~ =. - lr ~ -t li it¡" fb'M l'-)

èJ W' + w d tJ +.3 dur + 'i ~ i. _ t. 2..+ if i.
at 'õ Y' ~ r"~in y-

.-;1 ÌÀ .n CM cp -.q .n"ir c.'& tP ;: - l- ~ - ~ -tflotr:rJ lØlct (3)

;'w -+.L ~-i +~ di. .l ~ _ vit q¡ - _1 .. \If' (4)
~ '( õaf '(~If rr r l" - t
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A few comments on the above equations will now be made.

The operator

-l -t W (j +.:òt ff r +~
'r cn cP ~ C:f).s

is common to the equations of motion. In the neighbourhood of

any point this operator is the familiar operator

i.
õt ..~+

Ô l?
lJ~è-+l.

ò~
are defined by the

~ (-t)~,
differential relations,where x, y, z

dx. =. n:.b-i~ d À ) d.d "J 'r d cp ) ch~ :: d and are the spherical arc-

length and vertical height differentials. The fact that we

cannot make the above identification for other than differentials

of x, y, z reflects the divergence or convergence of the coordinate

lines of the spherical coordinate system in the radial and ~ direc-

tions. It is immediately seen that if the ranges of rand cp are

restricted sufficiently, we may be able to ignore the effects of

radial and north-south divergence of the spherical coordinate

identification (D )\ :: (.. ).
1) s l'Dt Y'

motion, except' the pressure

lines, and make the The other terms

in the equations of gradient and fric-

tional terms, do not involve derivatives. These are Coriolis and

centripetal accelerations due to the rotating reference frame, and

centripetal accelerations due to the curvature of the spherical coor-

dinate lines. We will now proceed to consider the simplification of

these equations, considering first the vertical motions.

In the equation for vertical motions, (3), at least in so

far as larger scale motions are concerned, all terms are assumed
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negligible except those expressing hydrostatic balance:

- J. li _ Cf :. 0
f õr ò

(It is customary to define the vertical so that ~ includes the,. ~ "',
terms 4.n"'CO cp and4.Qf.s4ìC¿f from the wand ir equations

respectively: this redefines as the sum of gravitation

and centrifugal force due to the earth i s rotation). This is

u. ') +reasonable as far as the terms and 2 u. .n ~ t? in the

UJ equation are concerned, since the redefined gravity force is

always very much larger than either of these. The same will be

true of the terms in (-i \, for large scale motions,l and of the
T/ ~

frictional terms. Thus, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium does not

impose any stringent conditions on our allowed speeds and scales

of motion, due to the very large value of ~ . * We will now con-

sider the ~ and ~ equations of motion, (1) and (2).

It will be shown that it is possible to make a consistent

scheme of restrictions which allows us to neglect all terms in the

equations of motion which do not involve derivatives, except for

certain desired Coriolis terms, and which also allows us to use

the rectangular coordinates x, y, z over a finite region. The terms

*
We can now carry out a Boussinesq type approxLmation, 80 that

pressure in the foregoing equations can be regarded as deviation

from the adiabatic gradient, and density is some mean density

for the layer (that is, for the ocean). In writing the continuity

equation we then put Vt a O.
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neglected must be shown to be small compared to terms involving

derivatives. To obtain estimates of orders of magnitude of deriva-

tives we assume Óu""u., I: lí"" If, Cw "'W, and, putting 6'r ..,j,

~~ ..tC X "' L, where D, L are vertical and lateral scales res-

pectively, will assume D.(~ L, D":": R. This is in accordance with

the introductory discussion, and es Y''' R. It will also be

assumed that W'L and ~ ""
u.

, and that i: cp ~ I. We will

now look at the individual terms in the u., if equations, (l) and

(2) .

We will show that

W du. ))~ u. ) O" Õ ¡) ? ~ ~~ yo
in the ÌÅ equation. This is so, for,

~ .l ~ U. "" J. ) o. d. J: .. -H "" ~err A r.: '( i' +.D R
and, since D.(o( R, the result is demonstrated. In order to show

that
.. d l) ).?.... _ rr ,
'( ?) r 'WY..

in the ~-equation we note that

.L~ ~~AJ~A. u) ~ _LA _L. 10 "' Icp A.. "TT ~-. )r" £p Rô t.~ L r ~
Hence, it is necessary to assume that L L... R. In a precisely similar

way Lv -a 
v,.,. ~ and.! a if u... I1 in the i. -equation.

è) r ." , yo Tl .)~~ ii:
Turning to the equation of continuity J (4), we will show

that -auf I;jV~".-~or '( alp ~
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so that three-dimensional divergence is retained as a possibi

This is so, for

~ "- ~ r", ~ ) ~ -L'òr bY' D 'f
and since t.l rJ 'D.t ' the t i demonstrated. We will show

that ..
'f

in equation of

:i l. " .. , 1"_ "- ~, and .. "-Y" R W
Thi is so, for, ."

and L , which demonstrates the

result.

We wiii show that

.J ~ II ;; ,.r i'
in the equation of continui ,for

cp~

i- ~ r- Jl, cv J! rtv iP "'' J!. " ~r 0'l L r R
since L.(-( R , the result is demonstrated,

Finally, consider the Coriolis terms. We do not wish to

eliminate these completely, since we wish to preserve the effect

of the rotating reference frame. l(owever, in order to show that

:i n V,. cp ~;: :i.n w C. 4'

in the u-equation we observe that

~ .. V.. ~ I' J: ~ t. rv JC. I ". -' ).) I..2..w~ 4' w w .D
The conditions we have laid down enable us to estimate

the range to which 't 4' £; I restricts cp. We have
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D.c.. L ..~ R ,

or 12 .l -i 1 .(.c .B

L

or
12~" an
L

R

L

we take R .. 6000 1000 , D "" ki, we have

D 0.005 tan
L

1 the order lneBs $or, 10
as

0.05 tan d 6 ,

R
L

""

80 that

¿ .c
tan 1 . e" very close to the then

we can no longer ignore the term .n Ufcqtp relative to..-" ii.. c:

in the u-equation a1 though in Bome cases :i.n W'~ q? can be ignored

relative to W êvu. . If tan i: (near the poles) then we
Cl¡.

cannot ignore centripetal terms due to the curvature of the coor-

dinate lines in the u, v equations,. and the term of iimilar, origin

in the equation of continuity.

The restriction of ~ to a fairly narrow range suggests

that, in the term :i.. ~ ~ :. f ' we can linearize sin t: about some

l:" CPo in the allowed interval: SÚ (cp-CPo)= (tp-f.),CQ('f-tf)=I.

Then we have
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f = :i.. sÚíJ cf ::.i un
LCqi -CPo) + 'PoJ

:: 1.Il s. CtP-()f)) ;w
=2

= -+

'. -+
(5)

d
:)

we have put "" R (4ì-çg) '" y; y measures

north-south distance from the tude In this we can

allow for the variation 0 the Coriolis , f, with lati-
tude, which is exceedingly ant, without becoming too ent,m-

gled in analytical difficul ties.

Another consequence of the restriction of 1J to a fa; rly

narrow range of latitude is that we can take Cb ~ .: ~ i: 0 ' ,nd

so
d.x ":

cl ~ "; R

d.~":cLr,

cÐ::CPod~~

cp ~

that is, the differential equations relating one set of coordi-

nates to the other become integrable, so that we can write

~ J _ d
r~ 't ~ - d) ~
i êl _ Ó ~r. ~ - ~
* ::~ .

Gathering up the previous results we find that the eq.a-

tiona of motion are:

(f=); -.t V- - - 7 ~ + rieitcmcJ 161ClJ (6)
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(~)~ +lu -
- i7 l' lr ¡ ê1 0 ri4J ~ )

~ ~- ')

èJ i;. + ~ -t.
T¡ ci~

:: (9)
;i

These are the equations of motion relative to a rotating plane,

but withf:.rn +fJ~ . This then is thep-plane ion.

2. A Word on Friction

In the last few years dir~ct measurements of ocean

currents have been made by the neutrally buoyant float. This

has indicated the likelihood of very large turbulent velocities,

much greater than the average velocities, in the ocean. This

makes the assignment of eddy viscosities, so common in the

past, seem foolish. However, there does not seem to be any

reasonable alternative at present, so we shall continue to use

the concept of eddy viscosity.

III. ~an i s Theory of Wind-Drift.

l. Steady Fiow

We now turn to the theory of wind-driven ocean-currents,

and follow the historical development. Ekman i s theory deals with

the manner in which the direct wind-stress effect penetrates into

the ocean. We consider an oc.ean which is laterally unbounded, and

uniform in all its properties. Thus no horizontal pressure or
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velocity gradients exist, since assumption the only

variation of velocity is in the vertical; for the same

the non-linear terms drop out also. We further assume

state. We assume the frictional force to be given by terms of

the usual form, '7 d;v (p

In fact, we will later want to replace)L by an eddy

viscosity, A, and to do this we must assume that the foregoing

restrictions apply to the mean pressure and velocity fields in a

statistical steady flow. We then obtain the equations of motion,

expressing a balance between. fric tional and Coriolis forces:

- f-l '&
(j (,u dlA)
'i -i .J (10)

fu.-;1-o ~dir).f &i l" -¡ (11)

The partial derivatives can be replaced by ordinary derivatives,

and putting LV:. U. .. J II we have

d. 'J ._!: - 1. lJ -V : e..
d.~d .y , P (12)

The solution of this equation is

C WI 'Iu." e
with il '\:t i.
upward; hence to

The coordinate, Z, is taken to be positive

we take 11-.

satisfy the condition that W -;" as i!.. _ co ,

+JI .
Thus, using vr:: (I -+ i) /.¡ we have
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(I+ì),e
ti :i Ce

:.
.

p J ( i

To evaluate C we the conditions:

(# :I
(14)

These condi tiona speci at the surface the

stress, 1: ) is ac in the x-direction, and must be balanced

by a u-veloci shear in the vertical the water

at the surface, Then in terms of ~

di.~~ ::
'i i: ci (M. ~w) =- 0 ... :1 -CI

Now

J
fT ( ,) -&O-tYiJ

CY';; 1+1. e II

Lee

I.¡

and so

Put
ì ~

a.e

0l-2 ; C
'! ;: ()

, and note that ~~.: (CiX i.SfJ.. ,'.s 4S')-: e i~v 2 ~
(l -+ l) 1:-;:.

so that

'brr .Æ:- tt e i ..J e. ¡o/~.. "tf r --iJ
or

.. a. 0 l-_f i (b ~:1)T-viJ e .,:: I n
Hence

b -4 '* :7 0, &' ho; - *) an (J: f ~ .
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We thus find

i£ il .1: I -.'t iu.:'fM e e ": u.-+

so

T f
Ll ~ .- -.- fl

iI
CD ,~

ìf ;:

..

) .
This solution can be plotted in the (u-v) plæie for various z

to yield the This shows how the magnitude and

direction of the wind-induced current change with depth.

,. u.

(wind direction)

o
surface current, at 45 to the

right of the wind.

lo~ of end-polots of velocity vectors,
decreasing ~ (for increasing depth).

for

We note that at :: ri _f7 - _,n the flow is 0ppo-.."Yt; A - -l'

site to that at the surface. The depth at which this occurs

is given by -!,c... , with -D~~ :-~ +JL-: _D. , so thatil' i.. .2

D -: 11 ~. At this depth the current is reduced by a factor
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-11 surface value. is often called thee below its D

of the Ekman layer" . At mid- i tudes f .. -4 -1 and10 see ,

if we use for -i its molecular value 0.01 ege, we find

D
1

To obtain Ie depth for the Ekman'; metre. an
"-

layer, we must take visco val'.ies for , i.e., replace

.. by AI P For AI f "" 1 OO.J , i , we find D '" 5 metres,

and 50 metres, respective

Note that if the Corio is neglec ted

we find that the effect of viscos penetrates unhindered to

~ = - 00. The effect of Cartolia forces is then to limit the

depth of penetration of viscous effects ( .. D) to finite values.

If we consider the current) we have, from

the of motion

(:

Spudi!
1':: -cP

~ 11 ~ total transport in direction of wind
tJ

,,+ r f; (A l;)a..;i: -øo

=- ;-f LA ff JO (18), Z..-cD
_ () , by the boundary condi t ions,

and
(,

_ r P v&!: :: -y:. total transport at 900 to right of windil" -uo (c (19)
. j L A ~g..: L by tbe boundary conditions.

Particularly note that this

-J
f

result is independent of the precise

functional form of A. This result can, of course, also be obtained
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by integrating the solutions we have obtained u and v. Thi s

transport at 900 to the right of the wind direction causes con-

vergence and divergence in the Ekman , due to the abi li

of the wind in space and time. This convergence and has

profound influence on the motions of the layers.

2.

In the case where fric ion is absent, but the time

dependence is retained, the ions of motion become:

-rif :: (20)

.lu. ::0., (21)

or ~..jtW'=-~ "t (22)

- i'fThe solution of this equation is LA:: Woe ' We an arbitrary

(real) constant, or

u. '= i.. c. J t" :) (23)

v = -W" sim pt, (24)

This motion is called "inertial 
II motion: the end-point of the

velocity vector describes circles in the (u-v) plane with period

1.íT _T- :i F "
~ .1 sim cp

Now

... ': 2n-
period of revolution of earth

-- '.rr
i sidereal day

Thus,

': ri _ "inertial period"
f -

., J... I -..:i .. ~ - ~ sidereal day .
SLm cp
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The quantity, sidereal da:l
s ir cp

is called the lIpendulum

since it is the period of a Foucault pendulum at the lat tude

in question. Thus the "inertial s \ lur

3.

The equations are the same as for the state

case, with time-dependence included:

dlJ_ _ r V" Iot' í - -r ¡u,- aU. '\\r TIf) , (25)

ti~rLL~- (pdV\.i! Òi:) , (26)

The bou~dary conditions are as before, while the initial con-

di tions are that at time t = 0, when the wind stress is suddenly

turned on, the currents in the water are zero. Again putting

w = u + iv, we find

~ ~~ - ìlw - *~ 0 ~ -v-i: .
- 'P

(27)

Taking the Laplace transform with respect to time,
Cl

1. ~ Lv J -: 5 e-S~it)d. t , we' have11 0
-vb1.1W) -i.fiiw)-si~LV) +i.Ct:O):D

'\

or -r l-1 ur1 (5 + it) 1. j Lv1 :: O.cJ :# .,-t (28)

The solution of this is

1~w-)
Js.¡1¡ i!

:. Ce 11 (29)

The boundary condition at z = 0 can be written:

it~ k) )
~'Ci

= (¡U ~ iw-2 = 1. ~ rJ ~ ~ '
..-:c

(30)
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We find t: c ft It i-r '=f -y
TC'p"'vi/or

Thus 1 Sur) --
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~~ ::

jš.¡.;l: .
)

We must now invert this to the time dependence. 1
The -S

fae tor in 1 J u. ì ly indicates a time integration in the

des ired time~dependent function) so we look for the inverse trana-

form of ¡ - l( l-S;' i~
.~ e . This is found from the relation
'VS't lJ'

1 ( i - KÎ4'tJ _ i -~I!- ø ~e k 0, and the rule that,fi .. ~ "s :i
if ~F (t-) s::lS) ,then )ebt' F( t-)) ~ J ($ -b) .

Thus, with b :i .. il , we find

1. r -l -ift - k/ý 1:)¿iJrit e e
I - trJs-;Tf:: e

VS or i;
(32)

Then, as noted above, we use the rule that, if i ~i=Ct")J::+(.s):i

then i- r st F (rJ)o(o( ì. ~ ~o J s
_ ~ -l (1: -lIdW - f-Ñ i/) e -rc 0 V;

or.l

t-

u. ~ 1: -1r ~ to(p'¡ lm if
()

(1: "
V ~ -.: -l) s ¡n-rd.p.; fi 0 ir

_1t
We thus find, with J. -: -,l¡

.._~iL
e .. d. 0( J (33)

'I "l

e -~ 0(0( , (34)

.. .,-~
e ~o( ~ (35)
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This solution can be plotted in the plane for various

to show how the velocity at achieves its s

value.

'I
locus of end
vector at z '"

in pen

of veloci
for increas

hours.
t,

--
"

I'"
-1 -

",.
\

\

IPj-

\
\

\

.L '3

i

Ekrna.n

surface, z=O

D
z =: - "2

/'

"-
"

I
'"

t- - /
("

We see that in about a pendulum day the final ve ocity at any

level is substantially reached.

We must note that the integrated current in the trans-

ient solution does not converge, as 1: -700, to that for the steady

state as previously obtained. A general method of obtaining this

result is as follows. Integrate the time-dependent equations of

motion from è"" -00 to 0, to yield, according to previous defini-

tions,
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lU -fv -: LLJ :J
'0 t"

rrJ-: 0 ~ t~o
-= L lri -t;i 0

M -; f U ::0
õt

If we now write u; Us + Ut V -: Vs + the subscripts sand

t standing, respectively, for the s and transient parts of

the solution, we have

dô~t - f

2J + ru +fôt -r $

~ Li:J )

- O. (39)

Thus f Us .: 0 "J (40)

t \I: -1:.) C1
L:

:: - T) O. ~llY j
au+: _ r ~ -: 0.)
òt l' 'è
0;. -+ t Ui ~ 0

(41)

and (42)

(43)

These are simply the equations for inertial motion; since these are

non-decaying, there will always be an oscillating inertial com-

ponent superposed on the steady transport) even at t -+ 00.

This unrealistic behaviour can be eliminated by including a

bottom friction boundary condition, or in fact any stress which

will act in opposition to the total transport: the wind stress

is at 900 to the total transport, and so can do no work in

damping the "transient" inertial motion of the total transport.

In spite of this inertial, circular, motion of the whole water
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colum, the inertial motion at can decreas

steadily in time, because, as the motion s to

and greater depths, at any level the contribution to

total inertial motion will be smaller and smaller,

References:

Ekman, V.W. Arkiv.f.
Bd 2, No, 1,

, As t r . 0 ,
3 pp.

iv. Geostrophic Motion,

This mode of motion is governed by the following

equation, representing a balance between Coriolis and pressure

gradient forces:

-1 IT
I

:: -'7 Y-

f u.
-: _l. Ci I=

f' ~u

(44)

(45)

The non-linear and frictional terms are omitted. It is ob-

served that the main oceanic circulation is to a good approxi-

mation geostrophic, and the above equations form the basis for

calculations of currents on the basis of measurements of salini-

ties and temperatures. This method cannot yield absolute veloci-

ties unless a reference velocity at some depth is established.
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V. Sverdrup's Theory of Wind-Gen~rated Transport.

Geostrophic motion, &8 above, showi no

driving forces. We want to include the wind stress, and this

will be done by integratin¡ tbo iona of motion up from iome

depth, 80 that thg frictional forcei evaluated at the surface

yield the wind streai, ali in the case of the calculation of

the Ekman traniport. The innovations here are tk.

of the pressure gradient, and the allowance for tbe variation

of f with latitude. This latter is a most fundamental point.

More specifically we assume a statistically steady

state, gmall velocities, lateral friction negligible, surface

elevations negligible, and that the current. are limited to

some finite depth. The equations of motion are:

-f'tv ~ - if + k (A ~~) (46)

Ptu- := - ~ -I È- fA dV-) .
d J Oi! \ â ë

(47)

If we ii:tegrate from a depth iè:: - D to the surface

? :: 0 , we have

d JO-tV:: -.. P f r A~ (48)aX. L d: -D -'
f U :: - dÒY P -t (A * J~ 0 (49)

o

We heve put -p '-5 i' d.;; . end, as before, Eud.~ .U, Eird.~' v,

except that now we have a lower limit at il:. -D rather than
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z - - 00. We assume that the stress at z - -D is zero, in

accordance with the as zero current be some
ó

80 that fA ~u.J :: Lx -0 ::1:)(., with 1t ~-O

being the wind stress at the surface. Thus

-.t¥o;- -t ,,J

LU ~ - r Of
1
L

The equation of cont , cl ( t ) -: () , on

tion from z - -D to z = 0,

-¡- :: o. (52)

We now take the curl of the of motion, or, equivalently,

form

or

- d (-f V)+~ (fU)= è)'ip - ~ - "d-t +-g J~~ Ò)( ~ dK o~ "6 ~ X

y?Jf -tf dV +- U df T.c ~ :: dL'á _ ~)'t-¡(~ óT ¿¡ i oy. d; ~-)) ..
ß V : (CtAlJ T r :: ~ . component of curl 't ~ (53)or

óL _ /- d -f i d Y d Usince ~ - ¡v ) ~ ::0) C:VY\..a. ~ + dX :: O.

Thus lf~ -l (~~) , or, the north-south mass transport is com-f3 ~
pletely determined by the curl of the wind stress.

If we substitute this relation into the continuity equa-

tion, and integrate with respect to X. , we find:



n

u ::-t s~ (~1:)-r dx -I ~('I)

g i ai:, arbi func y J whi mus

S i!Jc € our iO::\8 arE 0 t order e al

saris o,-ie it and natuJ: e f

fOEs, which are 1 hold in the western

ç oe eans where r d, i curren ace we re trio t

cur t the ) say ;: €.

to X:: L whe If di ana e away from the we te

tc t. 0"

~

easte~
..--;

wes':er~ r imations
ikely

to work

L
': X

rher at; ;c:: L ,4Je TJ:"S~ ha"e 11:: Of:or ali y, Thus, since

d 7. _ _ ò -i (c; f ) we haveÔ'l - ó~! i, L, ~
S Ô Ll d. X = - ~ S ~ C ew -l) ciXIi dt f3 e: ö~ ?-

:: U.(Lj- LAiG)

-: 0 - lA (i=) .

Nf/w E i8 arcy alue X :Erom some distance out from X.:: 0-,0
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)(:: L, so we can write lA(€)':Ü6i:), l;;x;: é: , and

1À(,'C ') =- t d.

d )

If we have , so that r~::öi
~

and if ît is of

': (56)

applied this relation to the equatorial

counter-current of the South , and obtained rea-

sonab le agreement as as the relative directions and relative

tudes of the currents were concerned. The absolute magni-

tudes .estimated were not in agreement with observation.

Reference:

Sverdrup, H.U. Proe. Nat. Acad. Sci., Wash.,
33 (1947), 318.
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VI. Stommel 's Theory of Western Intensification

We now seek possible circulations in closed basins,

which was not possible using Sverdrup i s approximations. The

crucial point is the introduction of a frictional term, in the

form of a drag on the ocean bottom: whether or not this is a

realistic source of dissipation is to the deionstra-

tion that closed circulations with western intensification are

. possible with the inclusion of such a term.

We consider a rectangular basin, 0-: )( ~ L, O~ j ~ b,

and a wind stress given by T ('()= -F cas (n'j/bJ' We further

have-t .

( 3- fA du. \ d. 'l
)~i!~ ~)

-D
:: G ~)L ~ (lX)1? - tr~ ì 1) ,o;¡ -D (57)

and similarly for if, (l"~)i' (r'ë)1) , where the following

diagram illustrates the notation:-- -'--L._ _~_,__~~. 2.=0 (equilibrium
surface)

i!= -D (bottom)

We now choose

(r: \ 1: \
~ = -/4) :: - F c.lY (rr~/b) J

~I. -= 0
t

Crt )12 = R ù: :)
. r-

(L~)D :: R. ir )
f

(58)
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i
with ¡¡:~ Su.d.ii

-0
suring the magnitude of

h.

ij- .: J. S in.l ¡., D '-0
the bottom

and R is a constant mea-

This assumption 0 a

non-zero bottom drag is the which allows deductions dif-

ferent from those of theories.

The equations of motion are.

!v-_\ h) 9)-, - 75 dTl ?

fi; ': _I + ;;v- ) ) (60)~
- .- À.l ..

~ ) (61)f Oi!
-

du. + 6v-
-,

(62)+ (j tV :;'â ~
For homogeneous water, we have p ~ f ~ (ti - ff).

We integrate now from ~ '" -D to i: :a -P l puttingl
by definition f u. d? ::U (D.;~): .niL and noting thatl 0 r f
-Sjr~~r=-~J~~*d!~-~~:) cL.-Ð -D -0

:: -d#(k+D)=,-~D¥X ~

with similar relations for ih-v.,,., - !t * "-.-0 -0 'l
equations become

, so that the

-fDv- =- -~.D * + (- F fJ (îT~/i)) - R û. ~

fD¡¡"J-¿D~+(-Rv-) -'
dtZ +- ~::O"
-l c ~

(63)

(64)

(65)
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Taking the curl of the equations of motion yields

~ V- + íl F s lm (~) +R -~b \j - êl1J -0X- ~. - . (66)

We introduce a stream function y so that ý,; :: V:,

'- ~ ::

£ted.

_ Li , and the continuity equation is identically satis-

Then the last equation becomes

3l d'f + 1I ii. (!!.i) 1-R ~ Rb \. b _ (_ Ô :iìj ) _ ().\ J~'" - .
or, wi th o(:.~ y;:1I,

R ) I) R b

\7':iy + 0( ÎL)X - Y iv (Ii: ) (67)

~(T)'
If we assume a y-dependence for "\ of the form

that is, if we put ip (x,y) = f(x) sin ( 173-),
b

then the foregoing equation yields

~~) ~;~ 1- f (X) (-~)1 (~))(:¡ )7-+ 0( -* Wt ~~ p~(~))

or f"f ol f' - (-b):lf :: 'K. (68)
The general solution of the homogeneous equation,

+,'+ 0(.( - (.~)'2 f :: 0 ,is gotten by substituting eM¡(
then m:i + O(m _ (~)'J~ 0 , so J1 = _ ~ iJ ~'l + (~)~..

Thus the solution of the homogeneous equation, that is" the

complementary function, is

'0 A'I Q e ¡(ie + e ) (69)
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? 13 = - 0( _ ¡ ~ ~ (.!)L:;. 1- liwith ,A - - ~ + 10(1. + rn)l!- ~ 4 \.D
P, Q are constants to be used to satisfy the boundary condi tiona.

A particular solution of the non-homogeneous , that is,

the particular integral, can be trial. We try a constant)

which on substitution into the gives

_ (t)' (particular

particular integral = constant = - 6(~):

u constant) "" (j .

or

The general solution of the non-homogeneous equation is then

(L. \"j ~J' 8)1t.: - f\fiJ 4- 'le + Qe ,) (70)

and henc e

ìV =- Ý' (*J Lp eA¡( 1- 'te S~IJ ~n C1t)'

q. -.f .
u - ~ (; r

(71)

with p " l(*1

We now choose as boundary conditions that ~: 0 on the rectangular

boundary given by y = O,b, x = 0, L. The condition on y = 0 ,b

is met in virtue of the appearance of sin (~) in "t . The con-

dition on x = 0, L yields:

0= r(;)' Ll-l '" - IJ sV (~) ,

a,. $Ac*,t (peA L.-l ûeBL.- 0 ~(rr ) )

or t' + t""1 ." 0

peA i. + \re131. -I =-.0

,

~
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80 that I _eBL.
p=

eAl_ e6L

_ eAL._i

i- eAI"_ eBL
(72)

Then we have

u. = -'¥~ :: - ~(*) LpeAX+ qr -IJ tm (~) ,

:i
Ll:: \J;t :: ~(*) (fA ~ ee8~ J Mm~)'

(73)

(74)

To interpret this solution, Stommel chose L = 104 ki.,3 2
b .. zTtx 10 ki., D .. 200 metres, R "' 0.02, F "" 1 dyne/em.

These values are arbitrary to a extent. especially R,

but the main point is to see the sort of results which emerge.

The following graphs show these results.

G)
lines of lJ .. constant,

for f "" 0,

f .. constant.

lines of constant
elevation,
for f - 0
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lines of constant
elevation

for f "" constant

f= 0,

lines of 1f .. constant,

for f = constant t a

(13 "" constant l 0),

The westward intensification is clearly shown for the cases

ß l 0, 1. e., when the change of f with latitude is taken into

account.

References:
Stome1, H., 1948. Trans.Am.Geo.Union,~, 202.

submitted by L.W.MacMillan

and M.Mork.
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VII Hunk's Theory of the Wind-driven Ocean Circulation.

l. The Assumptions and Formulation~.

In this lecture we will consider another frictional

theory of the ocean with a model structure similar to that of

Stommel' s. Munk i s motivation to undertake this revision came

from the fact that Stommel' s assumption of a f~ on the bottom

of the ocean was unrealistic. Kunk treats the problem by using

the following assumptions:

a) . At some depth 2: :: -:D all currents vanish and the

stress is negligible.

b). The lateral frictional stress is not negligible.

c). The mean velocities are steady in the statistical

sense.

d). The mean velocity i8 everywhere small so that non-

linear terms of the mean flow in the equation of

motion can be neglected.

(Notice that assumptions a and b differ from Stomel 's.)

The equations of motion for this system are

f ~ X p;¿ :: - 'Vh P + £ rh + ~ t t.
(75)

where J rh is the term due to lateral friction, and h refers to,.
the horizontal component of the operator.

The continuity equation is

V' P;¿ ;o 0 (76)
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Munk also uses the concept of vertically integrated mass

transport which was introduced by Sverdrup, and

V" ftvd?
- IJ

where rz is the surface elevation above ?:: 0

ii

lJ'" (pv_cli!)
- Í;

The vertically int continuity equation is

u)'X + ~y =-0 7)
The vertically equations of motion are

r¡

íJ h P -t r f rh + 1

-D "'
r.kxV; -. ..''- (78)

In the derivation of (78) we have used the following

assumptions and definitions:

a) The stress vector I is the horlzontal stress vector

r h evaluated at the surface i.
d (ì' j1
dX rdi!:: grd.r+Øip1t/ ,.x aX-J) -.D

and the last term is negligible because the slope of the surface

b)

(~) is sma 1 1.

=2 '
Po; (pel?)

- .l

If the frictional term j~ f ì\. is crudely approximated by
-:p -.

A 'V:l V ,equation (78) can be written as:h. "'

c)

f ~ 'I :: - 'V'- -p + A \72 V + T'1 h. ~ - (79)

To simplify equation (79) we take its curl and use the
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continuity equation to obtain,

Vj3::A 'V2.(VxY)~ + (V xtJ~ (80)

It is, furthermore, convenient to introduce the

stream function

lJ,x=V, -'ty =u

and equation (80) can be written as,

A V':"V'!ip - ß tfJ,x .: - cu at (S1)

2. Munk l s Solution

This equation is now applied to the rectangular

ocean shown in Fig. l. This figure shows only half of the

y

Xl-,

basin. The wind stress is applied over the whole cosine wave

in the general case.

The boundary conditions on this model are

a) curl 1; - 0 at ~ - 0, L2

b) ~ - 0 on all the boundaries.
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c) yJ - 0 at X - 0, Li
1)(

d) \V _-aU - 0 at y - 0, Li, a condition satisfied byi yy :: d1
the forced interior 80 lution.

Munk looked for boundary layer solutions of (81).

The motivation to do this comes from the physics of ocean

circulation in which it is expected that friction plays a minor

role in the interior of the ocean, i.e. A is very small. Now

a proper non-dimensionalization, consistent with the reasoning

above, is sought. Fig. 1 shows that the wind stress can be

represented by

i- = - T c. IDvX1-i
and

- cw l; 1: = IT r SÅ 7II -IO L 2. L. ;a (82)

This, of course, satisfies a). Then we can write, for the

interior of the ocean basin the inertial balance equation

/2 li ': cw r = -.J Wn 1f y/l-l J X II ,v L 1. /1.2 (83)

This leads us to choose the non-dimensional variable

l
4J as

IV= 1fT i.'.ß
Also introduce

x= L~X'J
I

Y :: 1..21 .

and transform the boundaries by making .. . r . Thus, the
L."
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boundaries are X = OJ r ~ ~ ~ OJ ¡.

We can write equation (81) as (dropping the primes)

E \).li. - 4-lx -: ~ ITy (84)

where
G -:-dJ_ jJ L-i

Some observations indicate that, when the non-linear

terms are included in an "all compassing" frictional term as we

have 6 8 2 -l -13 -1 -1done, 10 ~ A ¿ 10 cm sec Withß = 2xlO cm sec ,8 8 2 -1 -5
5x10 cm, and A = 10 cm sec we find (5..10 . To getL =

2
8

A ""10 we need eddies of the size of the meanderings of the

Gulf Stream.

Hence, hopefully, Munk' s theory can apply to the

"climatological mean" boundary current.

Certain measurements in the Gulf Stream of A from the

1 ' ;j'2 V'
relation :1 \71( =-A - indicate that A can even be negative.

Òt.2.
This would mean that the eddies are feeding energy to the mean

,stream. Hunk i s eddies draw energy from the stream. The short

table below serves to illustrate the above points.

Consider the terms
ß dl. A* ' and ()i¡ d '31.

dt t ,. ~ ãj3

-Y:J -y, -I 1fT .
which are of the order G E and f:

1)/3 'Dh :)

With A = 108 these become _102 ,.102 and 5 but

with A = 106 2
3x 102

2'these become - 3xlO and 3xlO .

Hence, neglecting the non-linear terms is consistent for large A

but is incorrect for small A.
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Let us now assume that 4' is 'of the form si'iy as a

j variation. We can then write the x-dependent part of equa-

tion (84) as

,-rcLll41 +2íT cL~ll +lT4ljJ~ cli. =1i: Lcl;Lt4 cl~'i 4 (85)

Let lJl. be the solution in the interior of the basin,

then from (85)

LJ, ;: - x. +~.
L. (86)

Near the boundary fric tional terms are important and

since this boundary "layer" is very small, we will "stretch" the

X coordinate in this region by introducing the variable Š

defined as
x ;: Eh g

and ~ 1s a constant. The value of ì7 can be determined from equa-

tion (85). Since we require the balance in the boundary (because

df lJ
of boundary conditions) to retain ~~~ term, we say that this is

of order unity in the boundary region. We now match this term

with all others in the equation which are of order unity. If this

is done in turn with all combinations of terms in (8S) we find

d"'i¡that the balance is between d 5~ and

The transformed equation (85) is

tL tp-i
E/-Ifn d.'1q¡ _ 2.rrc /-:).1 d.?/f +6íi4i. _€ -Yl 4Æ ::à ~~ ~ ;~ ~ ç (86)

and the above balance yielas

1-"p1.~-h
h = 1/3.
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Then we can write

d.441 -Z1T'lr'1cL~ te'Yri4r-dll :;~YJd~Lr 1; ~ TI (87)

~
and, to an error of order C ~, this equation can be approximated

by
cL 4ip .. d. 4-'

'rl~l - Tf (88)

for the boundary layer.

Let ~b be the soluti~n of (88), then
2ff4 Se ~.lS r r e"' ,If!) : Cl + C.l e + '- 3 e + C4 e (89)

The actual solution is ll = ~, t 'f ¡ ,and, therefore,

we require that ~ ~ 0 as S ~ 00 giving Cl = C2 = O.

Near X = 0, the solution thus is
5e "?,, r W

\Y: -X + C+C3t +Ccfe:3 (90)

At the other boundary X = r we put

X -Y':. E h.) and arrive at a similar solution as

equation (89) with the boundary condition that "l -40 as .

5 -- - oD which makes Cl = C ~ = C4 = O.

Near X = r , therefore,
-Vi

(~-r )t

Lf= -X+c +c.,e

The final solution of (88) then becomes
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tt :: Ifb (x ::0) + Ifb (l::r) + If~

~ 2-i ¿ \ _ 1/e e --X e-Y~e (X-",; f :)If: -X+c tC3e +C.ie +c2e (91)

If we, furthermore, apply the boundary conditions

b) and c) the complete solution of (81. is

~. IL /) - y)I ,." '3 ()l - If r;
lr=.wnïTy -x..r-~ -te e +( rL.. - YJ -y" -!J 'r ~' xÝ3E (I~ irs€. J- _'/f: J+ L(e -r)tr :i + IS é -fi)SJ .2 e"" (92)

3. The Representations of Results

The form of the streamlines is shown on Fig. 2,

and the transport velocities on the western boundary on Fig. 3.

y

--l
y

x

o -l
X

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Notice that Munk i s theory predicts a countercurrent

some distance from the boundary. The transport within this
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current is not negligible, but amunts to about 20% of the north-

ward transport to the west.

The contour lines of the 7 elevations, i. e. the sur-

face, corresponding to the fuii cosine curve of tx are shown

on Fig. 4.

---t: X

Fig. 4
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VIII Ocean Circulation - Two-Layer Model

lo The Ocean Density Field.

The main reasons for

h.
investigating a two-

/'

hi
--.-.

layer model of the

h. 2. ocean are that the

density of the ocean

Fig. 1
has a distribution

as shown in Fig. 2A,

and that there is a reason to believe that the frictional effects

are confined to a thin surface layer. Thus, wi th a reasonable

approximation we can represent the ocean as in Fig. 2B. Further-

more, there is a wind blowing on the surface, causing motion in

the upper layer, and for a steady flow with no momentum trans-

fer across the interface, the bottom layer can be taken to be

at rest 0
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written for a steady state: (with conventional notation)

tA M,)l +- trU,l y - iO/Ùj . - f 1í et -; ftt. + f r(x) (93)

.( If,, + lfV;y riv~i! +fA.': -+Pii+-r 'r('I) (94)

p" è ::-ï(1 (95)

--
\/. If = 0 (96)

If we integrate eqn. (95) for both layers, we arrive at:

pi = 1 fi (hi - l J

p -i ~ 1 ti r- h, - li:i J + ~ 1\ I h 2 - 1 J

(97)

(98)

where ït is measured from the bottom.

Taking the gradient of (97) and (98)

-- \1 f, :: Q \7 h~I V / i
-L\!p ; ljp, \7h +o~ 'VI-f'2- .: fz- i -l p.i :i

where LJp == ti - t2.'

(99)

(100)

Since motion in the bottom layer is zero, \7p~=O and

vA.1- :: - Pi /i . (101)Li f 1
~ t is b~all, even a small change

We see that since

in Ji i ' will produce large changes in ~2' Also we can write:

r: h. :: V(h A.) = to'Z vA . (102),-:i Lif i
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For the equations of motion of the upper layer the

pressure terms become,

.. 'C Pi:' c; ., 7 It.('I I
(103)

where
i

9 :: P2. '1

which is the well-known reduced-gravity model.

If use is made of the integrated transport concept

and the continuity equation is integrated in the vertical, we

arrive at,

rh J h.ilx :.d? + d~ Vdè.O
~3. A.1.

boundary terms have canceled out the

( 1 04 )

where the non-linear terms.

We also can integrate the Navier Stokes equationB in the vertical,

* rtÆLL d 't + f¡ f tJllrl t - f J vd?:; -q'~ l + Jf;(X)d. r

~x5Wd.H*t r "'hI." "f rud" =4'/i ~ +rt(y) dè

(105 )

(106)

If the variation of u. . i., are not great in ë direc-

tion we make an approximation and write (104), (105) and (106) as

the "reduced gravity two-layer" system

(h U ?)i)( -t (11 vu)) / - f h if :: _~' ( h 2), X + ~ (X)

(hM.IF);x+ (Al)~)) j +Jh fA =- f(Á.~J y + 9-(y)

( h u )¡ X + (¡, If); 'I :: 0

(107)

,l08)

(109)

We will now introduce the fo1lowin¡ variables and noo-
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dimensional groups:
~tA -= - ri t

h i. =. IVT~ X

-) Üi A, uJ A " b'"
!l = 'f r ~ J. -= ebA.i. ; v-; :'(1 v; x:: a. x; y:: y)

f:: fo f; f= / +-t9 j ~J;: lth; t ::-Tj
ld1. --

r :; ~ ;tt ::fJ'cL :i
Z fa f . lj ti

where j-o is .2..)t ~ of the latitude about which we make

the expansion.

We rewrite equations L07-L09 and dropping caps.,

lê I (;, i..2) )( +( fi u ir) v J - f h V' : - Y' (h ~I X -r 9- (y. ) a. (11 0)J ; i 2j" V
e L(A v V-)IX T(h V"VJ ¡J+fhu . -Y(r/-~ y + ~ (111)

i fo f

(h L4)) x +(h if); Y = 0 (H2)

2. One-layer model of const. Depth (Fofonoff inviscid system).
.

Let us now consider a simple case with the following

assumptions:
1) homogeneous ocean

2) no friction

3) canst. -1 .

The equations of motions for this system are:

eê LA.u.I)(+ l.u¡yJ-JIJ -:-7yiA/J(
t: (uU;)( +lrlJ yJ + f u.; - ZfJhl Y

(113)

(114)
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If we differentiate by -y and x respectively and add, we get

the vorticity equation,

where

y:\J(ES+ j.)=O
,. __ ~ _ p"i du.) Òx t. ;;y )

(115 )

and we see that absolute vorticity is conserved along a

streamline.

Expanding (115) and

E r +; =~. = F(tf).
/\ 1:( h

saying f3 -: t: (we drop the caps) then:
jo

é. V. V ~ + Vp =0 (117),.

(116)

Note that in this one layer system

Vo

ff.O-
Typical values for the parameters in c= are

E. -=

-I
\I !: ,j C/ So

lo-=IO-4p-1
8

a. :: .!- ¡( I 0 C/,.)
which makes

E ~ 10-'1

We now introduce the stream function into equation

(117)

é V2r + t ~ F L If J (ll8)

This model also can be treated by a boundary layer
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analysis. To order E, if == O. in the center of the basin. (1. e.

no southward velocity))

if = l¡, X :: 0 i (119)

and away from the boundaries

.If :: Lf ( J)
Equation (US) becomes J +(3y :: F(lf)

(120)

(121)

3. Case of const. east-west flow in the basin

Consider the case where

:l C 'y (122)

For the interior of the ocean we can wri te

F elf) -; J + ~ :l (123)

We substitute into (11S)

E V'/f - (3/c If =. -¡S y (124)

Furthermore, let i s set C:= 1 for simplicity.

We treat the problem now with boundary layers near

x = 0 and X.:: I in the form,

X $0 c: ~~ r ) ¡ -X If t: ~ $ respectively.

Thus, in the boundary layer ': cd ¡3 If ~. of iii-

nificant magnitude along with !f ') S' (124), becomes

If; )) :: f3 If - ¡5 'j (125)
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We can solve for If as, - ir )
Lr~y(i-e J

K

e: y D - e -rß e xl
-' (126)

Note that the choice of 'l" C y, and C:: I makes,. -~ =--c
X

so that there is a westward flow, However if we had chosen

c ~ -I then equation (124) would yield oscillatory solutions

and no real boundary layer would resuit. With the above analy-

sis, we have boundary layers both on the east as well as west

side.

To make the flow a closed system, we impose a boundary

on the northward side of the basin near

'Ii-
- 6 1

;j .: I , and

I-i.
gives

If ;: J -~.
ß"l

-it i. c Y'/

on the northern boundary: y - I - e (127)

We can match the sOl'ltions and get a flow pattern as

in Fig. 3. Fig.4 shows the cut a-a through stream line surface.
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I e¡

y

~

not a con-

tinuous
derivative at

9)(

Fig. 3.

matching northern
-------~ boundary

1 ayer .

Fig. 4.

It is important to note that Fofonoff i s free inertial

solution ~ontains symetric boun~ary layers on the eastern and

western boundaries and an intense jet across the ocean. This

makes a distinct departure from the results of the frictional

theories. However, the result is determined by the form of the

interior solution which was chosen. If we had admitted a north-

south component of flow in the interior, the system would have

exhibi ted an east-west asymetry.
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ix The Inertial Theories of Stommel, Charney and Morgan.

1. Basic Considerations and Formulations.

For the purpose of discussing Charney i s and Morgan Is

paper, we will divide the ocean basin into /three regions (fol-

lowing Morgan). In region II the flow is driven by the wind

systems and the solution for the transport is the same as

Sverdrup is. In region I the motion is governed by inertial

balances, the motion is frictionless, and the non-linear terms

are important. In region III the flow is completely unspecified,

but we assume that vorticity and energy of the flow entering

this area are dissipated by mechanisms which escape our analysis

with this modeL.

y
m

i II
X

Fig .1.

Charney confines his attention to

region I, and it is this which we

will now formulate with more detail.

The non-dimensional equations of motion for a two-layer

ocean (with the same notation as the preceding section). where

frictional terms have been omitted are:

-f'J E L.uui X + Irt.L i Y J - J ir :: - 21) hi X

ê Lu. ~ X + if tl '1 J + f,t( -= - 2. ?f h" Y

(128)

(129)

The continuity equation is

(hL£)) X + (~v)'1:: 0 (130)
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The vorticity equation can be constructed from (128), (129),

(130) as previously explained in the notes, and

to 'J (e)h £ )-:0 (131)

where
_ .. L.

r == 11, X U.I J

The quantity within the parenthesis is the potential

vortici ty.

The energy or Bernoul li equation corresponding to

the above ,equation can be written as

Vci \) ((; .t~¿Á+ V i.~ '1 tyh.) :: 0.. (132)

It is again convenient to introduce the stream function

~y =-hi.
In the boundary layer (region I) If X ':"' (j I..e.) -iYJ
Then we can approximate equation (132) by

;. rt.=li.
if ::,LA'

-i.
~+2'CJ.=:i

const. along streamline (133)

= Gi(4')

where
~ _-iClr=LT . It is profitable again to "stretch" thCl

X co-ordinate with
Y:X:€1-r :I

and we find that '3

!:: Ltx lM~y

.- -)--
- E Vï5

i. -I..
for .e 1f1 y ¿t( ê Vi r .

-¥;i L:l
:: C V;~ - Ll)'j
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Since
I

if ':T ~ X
- Y..

f lr i ~

and
rv I'I = -r If; ) , the energy equation may be wri tten

as
,. 1.

() -t 2Yh ::
2.

2.

)) + 2 6 ~ :: G ( tf) (134)

With similar notation and to the same approximations

the vorticity eq.lation is,

é. e- ~ r + f) -:
It

(ii ~ rJ1 j

fl

f :F(tf)
(135)

and the X- component of the equations of motion reduces to

or

fi. ='"?rh,X

f Lf, ') ~ '( ( h,2 )"5

(136)

Note this is the geostrophic balance in the north-south direction.

The terms of the y~component of the equation are all

of the same order of magnitude, and not influenced by the approx-

imation,

In the interior of the ocean we have very small

velocities and relative vorticity so that to a good degree of

approximation, the vorticity equation is

L = F('f')'h¿ , L (137)

and the energy equation is

2 lf hi' :: G, ( YJ¿ )
( 138)
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2. Stommel's Model

Stommel noted from observational data that:

(The equations are dimensional)

f + LCx-- ~
h

-l :: C o-
h¡

geostrophic flow is

(139)

Also the equation for

11/ -: 9) h) X-
(140)

By differentiating the last equation with respect to

X and substituting into (139) we obtain

i

1- d-i h :.
f -e

f_ h- Lh' T(

(141)

The solution of (141) with boundary condition that

h::Cat x... 0 is

Pi

li -~J ;i lh'~ - hi L1 - e wha À:i ~ ¡

-rx
(142)

For typical values we

chose
hi

hl II 800 meters

J 2 2~ ~ em/seePI.
Fit; 2,

and this simple model gives the mass transport northward in

the Gulf Stream as

fhdx ~ 64'/0'''':=-1'
1ln-4/ = 4m S -I À: 40 k"..

.J

The mass transport compares favorably with expert-
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mental data, while the width of the SLream is perhaps a little

too narrow.

3. Morgan i s model of the homogeneoJs ocean.

We now return to the original model, and confine

our attention to a homogeneous ocean, i.e., /i.l. = i. In

the interior of the ocean,

F(Lt)= J = / + ßj (143)

Morgan assumed a parabolic law of wind stress oper-

ating in region II,
:i

T:=_:L_Iz g; (l44 )

We take the curl of the equations of motion for the

interior of the ocean

81;==- ?if=_\1/ d'j j (145)

If we introduce the familiar stream function and

integrate with condition that y; = 0 at
,

X ': I , we get:

~. :: ~l-x +1) (146 )

To find the value of tfi along the boundary between

region I and II of the ocean, we may say that .x cOin (l46)

to a very good approximation. Then,

i-i' = If = * at the boundary (147)

of region I and II,

and
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F ( ip) :: I +f3 y :: I r #1 (148 )

Since the vorticity is conserved in region I we can

substitute (148) into (135) to obtain

~Jr -¡s~r I-f
(149)

The solution of (149) leads to the exponential fom

of streamlines of the type Fofonoff i s theory gave.

One should note that since vorticity is introduced

in region II and is conserved in region Ii it must be dissipated

in region III in order to have a steady state. Friction must

thus play an important role in the ocean, probably in region

III, to dissipate this energy.

4. The Solution According to Charney

Let us now return to Charney i s two-layer model. (A1i

equations are dimensional).

The Bernaulli equation is

4. )
JL + c¡ h = Gi ('f )
i.

(150)

Integrating across the boundary we obtain

JLlf-YiJ= tlA-i-htJ (151)

Furthermore,

hir= u.;11 )( (152)
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In the interior of the ocean there is geostrophic

balance and

). t :.
I

f¿ L'

d~' q
~~~

dh.i.
òl¡

(153)

Charney now uses the observed values of ri at

the boundary, which can be described by the parabolic law.

~ _ y. -C(U_L,)2-L 0 / / t) . (154)

We can al so expand j around the latitude where

d:: ~o' (J c corresponds to the latitude of Cape Hatteras.)

f :: So 1- p( i¡ -- I/o) (155)

Note the fact that in the y direction, the mass

transport is
(I-

j h IJ d. y: == r. - :: :: !J;'

o
(156)

Thus, Charney chooses y.'C 80 x l06li13S-1

2.55 x 10-5m s-l
..L =

Jo 0.84 x 10-4 s-1

;9 1.8 x ia-llm-1s-l

We can differentiate (154) to obtain

Y¡ y = - 2. c ( i. - ï 0) ) (157)

and if we substitute this along with (155) into (153),

i.

i- · ~? ('i-')U, Tß( '1- ~,)J

(158 )

which integrated gives
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:l '2 4 c jl .3
ii¿:: Ii,o -2f Jo (~- ~o) - ~ ( Lf-~o) (159)

and by applying (154)

I ~ =Ii~ _ ':fo (lJ -If.:) + iS( If¿ø -l.i)*'2. (160)ri L L() ~ ) /.0 .3 ~ 1 c:

At the boundary we have

G(Ij.)= ~lh¡ =1'l h?o - ~;F ('fi, - 'I¿)+~t (4'., ~ 1f0~J ~ (161)

Now since,:"" lYL at the andV"'~¿ ~ we may drop
the subscript t. and obtain, with help of Bernoulli equation,

a differential equation for ~ in the region I of the form

.. (M):&= Irh-: _ ~(t¡ -41't ~ (0/0 -.ll)~J Y:J (162)!iJ.? Ô.x ~Lo 91 (J I 3~'l C
5. Representation of Charney IS Results.

This equation can be integrated numerically with

respect to X to give tp in the Gulf Stream region. Figure 3A

10

\ \
8

7~ 4- g~ Is if
E I:

b ~
4 5 ~ ~

..
l'-~

x Km)

Fi g . 3A

.100

o

-r ()

o (:
X (l(rn)

Fig. 3B
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shows Charney i s calculated heights of the surface, and Figure

3B shows the observed values. Charney allowed for Å Florida

Straits transport to enter at the y = -700 boundary.

Figure 4 shows the velocity as a function of y and x.

~ A
,

4

3

2

1

Fig. 4 x

The agreement between the calculated and observed

values is rather good, even in view of the approximations made

in this theory.

Morgan carried through an analysis for the two-layer

system with an analytical form for the wind-stress in the interior

basin (II). His results differ quantitatively from Charney i s but

the analysis and qualitative results are the same.
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X. General Discussion of the Ocean Circulation.

l. In Retrospect.

When we consider the theoretical models of the ocean

circulation we have described so far, we observe that none of

them give a complete and satisfactory description of the actual

situation. Munk i s linear theory gave a satisfactory description

of the Gulf Stream wi th countercurrent. but his solution con-

tains an unknown parameter, the lateral eddy viscosity A, which

is chosen so as to make the model yield the actual current width.

The question then arises whether there is consistency between the

chosen A and the actual situation. The model with inertially

controlled Gulf Stream also gave a fairly good pictur, of the

boundary current. However, it is clear that friction is necessary

at some place in the oceau1 for the vorticity introduced by the

wind stresses must be dissipated somewhere. The inertial flow

theory does not treat this part of the problem. Morgan suggested

that friction is important mostly after the Gùlf Stream leaves the

coast. Finally it is apparent that the wind-driven circulations

discussed thus far give rise to boundary currents only along the

western boundary of the ocean.

These considerations led Morgan to look at the circulation

patterns allowed in an ocean when the minimum of constraints are

imposed on the system.
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There are then 8 possible flow patterns as indicated

below. Of these 4 dre ruled out by equation c).

aT(O
dj

clC )- 0d0

!JL)O

'd

13~L~

'(rr) 0
d~

'" ..1:2. ¿ 0
a~¡i

òt l. 0
6;;

Ii 61

The first 4 cases were treated by Morgan, the last

4 by Veronis. Now it is a simple procedure to rule out the

cases 2, 4, 5 and 7 as they obviously violate equation c).
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Consider for instance case 1. Here the relative

and decreases in the y direction. The

b dv h' h . .Y ~ W 1.C is negative
Coriolís parameter in-

vorticity in the boundary layer is given

creases in the y direction so it is possible to have J +l ==
d

constant along a streamline.

In case 2 however
dV~ is positive and increases alongdt

the streamline, So does ,f ' therefore this case is impossible.

A last example: In case 6 dV is positive, but decreases along) d3
a streamline therefore since J increases this case is possible.

It should be noted that in the cases Morgan treated,

only a western boundary current was allowed wh2reas from the

above argument an eastern boundary current is possible as well.

A point which must be elaborated in the argument is that cases

land 2 show boundary currents whic~ are fed by the interior

solution and consequently the origin of these western boundary

currents is fairly clear. In cases 7 and 8, however, the boundary

current formation is not included; indeed, the currents lose their

intensity by fanning out into the' interior. A possible mechanism

for forming these currents will be discussed in connection with

the theory of Carrier and Robinson.

3. The Two-layer System.

The general conclusions about the possible existence of

boundary currents will be drawn from the relationships
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and

~b+f~ ~ t~h h tii.
;J '-

'1 + !,.6 -+ 9 ) hb = ~) h L'2
where the subscript L refers to the interior of the ocean

basin, and the subscript b to the boundary layer. These can

be combined to give

16 :: J¿ - J¡, -

~ U--" ..
2.al

I

fi.r
L,

1/. i. ~We know that .. ~ L. is always positive, therefore,2. ~ L
as we investigate each possible pattern of flow, as was done

in the single layer case, the important constraint is the sign

of (fl, - Jb) and relative magnitude of
v.. V li . example,.. .- As an~ h. i

let us consider case I of the last section. The flow in this

case is south-westward and as the flow approaches the western

boundary, the stream must be turned northward. The velocity

increases and JL -Sb L O. The vorticity, therefore, decreases

as the flow becomes a boundary layer and proceeds northward.

This is consistent wi th the physics of the system. In a similar

manner it is possible to show that all flow patterns allowed in

the single layer system are also allowed in the two-layer system.

In addition, two more flow patterns are permitted. These are

illustrated on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Flow as in Figs. 3 and 4 are very unlikely to occur

since it is unlikely that very high velocities will be generated

before the stream "turns the corner". These high velocities are

necessary since we need the effect of change of (Jr. - J:b) to be
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~
Fig. 3 Fig. 4

compensated. In Fig. 3" as the flow proceeds out of the

boundary, J i: - fit ,) O. To gain vortici ty and turn the corner,

very high velocities are needed. In Fig. 4, it: -fj, ;: 0 s.s

the boundary layer starts forming, and to lose vorticity high

velocities are needed also.

4; Carrier and Robinson - The Mid-latitude Jet~

Let us look at an ocean basin and see what flow

patterns one can derive from inertial balances only. We, must

keep in mind that in order to be 'consistent, friction must be

introduced at some stage, but we will ignore it in this dis-

cusslon.

In a homogeneous ocean, under geostrophic flow J one

chooses
ßv :: - rJ L¡ = - ~ TT

(163)

to study the flow which results in a closed basin.

We keep in mind that,

y;~! + f : F(If) (164)

'"
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is the governing equation in the boundary layer, and away from

the boundary

F (~) ~ f (l65)

is the governing relation.

Integrating (163) where IF.: +!l ,one obtainsJX

if ~ * ~ -i~ (- x. + ~ ( ~ ) J (166 )

Morgan chose

~C~):: :i)

but Carrier and Robinson pointed out that we may choose g(y) to

be a different value in order to match the solutions for a

boundary layer also on the eastern boundary. In general, we

can say that
~C~)~ k-

where ~ can be chosen to match the boundary" layer solution

and depends upon the particular latitude of the ocean basin

region where we apply the condition. Let us now seek to match

the boundary layer on all the four "corners" of the ocean basin.

NW NG. Near the southern

boundary of the ocean,f

sw
I

.. 5¡;'

..)C

sÁ Îf~ 'S I\ j )
and near the northern

boundary ,

Fig. 5

Wn rr~ .: ïr (i - yJ

On the south-western edge, 'X ¿¿ i , and one may write
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If -: 1f:: k;sß
;(167)

Hence approaching the interior on the south-western

part of the basin, we find

F (rr~K~):- I +:)

and

1. s
F(':):: 1+13 :J/n K (168)

If the boundary current is matched on the south-

western boundary, the governing equation is,

;33-!t j J - iT ~5 lf :: - ¡dj (169)

Similarly, on the south-eastern boundary,

.,
'f - ¡j)j ~ - l3\l.I 55 '1CK$-IJ - J

For non-oscillating solutions of (169) and (170) we

(170)

see that
.s
k ? 0

and

KS - I ~ 0

Therefore, for boundary currents to occur on the boundaries of

s
the southern ocean basin, 1\ must at least be equal to 1.

For the northern region

~ ~ í\ l/~ J C- X -t ~ N J (171)

and exactly the same analysis as on the southern boundary yields

for the western boundary

RN' ~ 0
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and eastern boundary
/I~ - I ¿ 0 .

We, thus, see there is always a boundary current in

the northeast if there is a current in the northwest. These

are the conclusions of this analysis:

Where t\ S"" I C~~O) in the southern (northern) basinS II
there is only wind-driven transport. If R;; i (l" L 0), the

transport is greater than from the wind alone. Therefore, the

excess transport is
~ S_ l in the southern basin and i.N .-1' 1n

the northern basin.

The method of Carrier and Robinson consists essentially

of a superposition of the Fofonoff free solution on the wind-driven

interior solution. This is made possible in the non-linear problem

by the linearization of the wind-driven transport term. That is,

since the inertial balance in the boundary layer is given by

iv':\f +t-: F(If), the linearization of sJ Try enables us to

linearize F C ~ h and the principle of superposition is applicable

to solve this simple equation. We note also that the north-south

flow in the interior of the basin is uniquely determined whereas

the east-west flow is not. The only restriction on the east-west

flow is that 1. ¿ 0 everywhere.

It must be recalled that these results are based on the

assertion that decaying boundary layers exist in each basin. If

this condition is violated, so that oscillatory solutions exist,

the results are altered drastically. In particular, it is then

possible to have eastward flow in the northern basin, a condition

which seems to conform more with observation.
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The circulation which results from the theory of

Carrier and 'Robinson is shown in Fig. 5 where the special case

kS =- i) kN =- 0 has been chosen. Note that the only way to close

the flow is to have a jet across the ocean in the vicinity of

the latitude of maximum wind-stress curl connecting the southwest

boundary layer with the

northeast boundary layer.

Thus the origin of the

northeastern boundary

layer is dependent on the

mid-latitude jet. Also

.s
Fig. 5 note that if F\ ~ J and

fI
R c: 0 , additional boundary layers would have to be included

on the northwest and southeast boundaries.

We have not discussed the dynamics of the mid-latitude

jet nor the role of friction in the model. It is clear that

friction must be included to satisfy the condition of steady

state flow (as described by Morg'an in connection with the rate

of change of vorticity along a streamline).. One can refer to

the paper by Carrier and Robinson for a discussion of these phe-

nomena and processes.
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XI Sumary

The theories to date have yielded a good deal of

important information about the large scale features of the

wind-driven ocean circulation. Among the many questions which

must still be answered we list the following:

a) How much of the "interior" part of the ocean is geo-

strophically controlled? i. e., decaying boundary layers indi-

cate that most of the ocean has westward geostrophic flow. Obser-

vation indicates large regions of eastward geostrophic flow. Where

must one modify the theories with decaying boundary layers to

include eastward flow in the interior?

b) Just how does friction come into play in the overall cir-

culation? Is the vortici ty. dissipated primarily along boundaries

or does appreciable dissipation occur in the interior of the ocean?

c) What effect does the density stratification have on the

wind-driven circulation?

d) Does the non-linear interaction between the thermal cir-

culation and the wind-driven circulatiôn invalidate the picture

we hane formed of the lat ter?
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